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Charlie Bondurant
Retires After 41
Years In Service

To

Formed Here

James Campen
Cart
of the Sons of the
Revolution will be
chartered November
111119, at the Souithade Res, Murray, Kentucky. The
ter consists of Calloway
some of whom are
dents of the Revolutionsoldier after whom it M

At. a piece of banana cream
pie down at the Maple Leaf
yesterday which was very good.
Ralph Teeseneer came in about
that time for lunch. First time
we had seen him in some time.

"lied

After more than 41 years of for work done with farmers who
continuous employment with cooperated in the UK-TVA
the University of Kentucky Co- sgensored Test Demonstmliaa
Hooray for Spiro Agnew. He
operative Extension Service, C. Program. Two of the most outhas thought up a number of
0. Bondunant, Area Extension standing are a Distinguished
appellations for the screwballe
Farm Management Specialist, Service Award by the National
pausing so much unrest over
has retired effective today. He Association of County Agriculthe country and all of them fit.
has done land use and farm tural Agents and a Meritorious
Charlie Bondurant
management educational work Service Award by Epsilon Sig.
Yesterday wee either a gloomy
in the Purchase and Pennyrile ma Phi, Honorary Fraternity of
old day or a day of blissful restAreas, with headquarters in Cooperative Extension Service
fulness, just depending on how
Murray since 1939. Beginning workers.
yin felt when you got up yesMr. Bondurant entered the
in 1928 he served as County
terday morning
te President of the
Demonstrating som• of the equipment used in speech and hearing therapy are Mrs.
Agent of Owen County, Ken- University of Kentucky ExtensDixie Hopkins, left, Miss Berta George, center, and Miss Diana Mills, instructor In the dethe American Revoluion Service on January 28, 1928
tucki,, for ten years.
Soth
Nk• personellty met this week, partment at Murray State University.
Kentucky, Charles F.
During his long tenure of
tion ,
Mr. Bondurant is a licensed
Mrs. Dawn Young.
he made many contribuservice
hdi also of Murray, will be
Realtor and has had special
In endive of charter night and
training in rural appraising. He tions to the many phases of
Up and at 'em youngster, Samthe installation of officers.
,plans to devote his time to this agriculture with which he workGAME RESCHEDULED
my Kelly.
work and a limited amount of ed. He had a major responsibilOther officers to be installed
income tax work in cooperation ity in planning, starting and
The Murray High-Russellville
are Dr. Ralph Slow, Vice PresiA nice young nein Kelly Boles.
Six traffic accidents were in- with T. Rafe Jones. They have working with the UK-TVA RaSecretaryNance,
dent; John
football game, originally plannPovestigated by the Murray Poat 1004i North 4th pid Adjustment Test DemonTreasurer; Douglas G. Tucker,
Men, do you have holes in your ed for last night has been reFriday with Street, in Murray.
on
Department
stration Farms in three Kenlice
Historian; Maiming Stewart, Sgt.
pockets? Is the lining of your scheduled for Monday night at
injuries reported to two per- Mr. Bondurant, a native of tucky counties. One was startThe Murray State Speech and La Follette in the language and at Arms.
coat loose? Do the cuffs in your 7:00 pm. at Ty Holland stadsons.
Marshall County, attended Mur- ed in 1962, two in 1963 and one
Hearing Club was organized on literature department. After a
ouaers keep coming out or ium.
Miss Judy Carol Winchester ray State University and the in 1964.
Anyone wishing to join the
This will be the final home Tuesday with thirty-five per- few years, Dr. La Follette left Murray Chapter as a charter of Hazel was treated for neck University of Kentucky and has
ailing down? We have the anHe has also had a major reswer. Get yourself a stapler and game for the Tigers this season. sons attending the organizat- Murray. During much of this member should contact John pain at the emergency room of a Masters Degree in Agricul- sponsibility in setting up and
time, the speech program lay Nance or any of the officers the Murray-Calloway County tural Economics. During the conducting
Farm
ional meeting.
numerous
go to work. In about four snips
Mrs. Dixie Hopkins, a senior dormant. However under the of the association. Eligibility is Hoepital and released. She was past 20 years he has received Management Tours in Extension
neu can close up that hole in
in speech and hearing therapy direction of Dr.'rrank Coltman based upon direct descent from injured in an accident at 8:29 many honors and recognitions
Our pocket, fix that lining or
(Continued on Page, Two)
introduced the faculty attending in the psychology department, a Revolutionary' War ancestor, p.m. on Main Street.
allitrain that cuff.
PIRIIMIN CALLED
the meeting and gave a brief tbe speech and hearing pro- either from a soldier or from
Cars involved were a 1967
gram re-opened.
Yen fine -bare to use that old
a civilian who participated in Oldsmobile driven by Billy Joe
The Murray Fire Department background of each.
In 1967 Misses Barbara Har- the struggle for
Faculty members tntroduCed
imagination.
was called last night at 8:20
American in- Rule of Murray, and a 1968
John Bar- rod and Diana Mills joined the
Buick four door owned by
p.m. to the home of J. L. Nix, were as follows: Dr.
dependence.
facThird oldest found a perfectly South 16th Street, where food tholomy, speech and hearing Murray speech and hearing
Brent Winchester and driven
round rock about the size of a in an oven had become over- director, received his undergra- ulty. Miss Berta George, a sen- • Reservations for attendance by Miss Winchester.
at ior from Fairfield, Illinois de- should be made with John Nan. Police said Miss Winchester
golf ball.
heated CO2 was used to ex- duate and master's degrees
under Dr. scribed the efforts of these two ce, 1715 Farmer, phone 753- was going east on Main Street
tinguish the flames and t he Western Michigan
W. still have not obtained our ejector was used to get the Charles Van Riper. At Ohio women in the development of 2968, by noon. November 14,
(Continued on Page Two)
University he received his a good program.
1969. Ladies are invited as well
the pageant is Nov. 10.
smoke out of the house.
Murray State University for tries in
(Continued on Parse 'Two)
coed who
PhD. degree this year. Miss
In November 1968 a new dir- as an interested persons.
will Any Murray State
history
in
time
first
the
requirements is
Barabra Harrod, supervisor of ector, John Bartholomy, was
The dinner costing $2.50 per
contest
meets
the
at
1970
have a chance in
the speech and hearing clinic selected to head the program person will begin at 6:00 p. m.
eligible to compete
coveted Miss America title.
and also of student teaching,
Mrs. Dawn Young, a sophoSelection of "Miss Murray
competition
of
pageant
A
Leona liussasi..told t h a
and Miss Diana Mille, coor
on Pees Two)
Dec.
(Continued
campus
the
on
scheduled
Buel Stroud, age 74, passed
nator of diagnostics. The latter groiii about the future plans
an
as
sanctioned
been
has
1-6
away at the Murray-Calloway
two came to Murray in 1967 of the speech and hearing proto the Miss
County Hospital Saturday at official preliminary
from Boston.
gram.
Murray
The
Pageant.
America
Main
702
at
lived
12:36 am. He
Dr. A. C. La Follette, former
Dr. Bartholomy, Miss Harrod
State winner will compete in
Street.
s
communication
the
of
chairman
been
The Rotary Club of Murray cation awards program ha.s
Pageant next
(Continued on Pee, Two)
No arrangements are com- the Miss Kentucky
is Seeidtbg young people in this in effect since 1947 and was department at Ohio University,
dauglit- plete as yet and the J. H. Chur- spring.
Bogard,
Tammy
Miss
EIGHT CITED
area to appty for an award to created for the purpose of fur- was recognized as an honored
Co-sponsored by the Shield,
ef of Mr. and Mrs. Pat Bogard, chill Funeral Home is in charge.
under- guest. Among his duties Dr. La
international
study abroad for a year under thering
which is the university yearfirst runner up
as
was
selected
Follette teaches phonetics and
avant from The Rotary Foun- standing.
Eight persons were cited by in the Little Miss WKHA Queen
book, and the student governatom of Rotary International,
Since 1947, more than 4.000 linguistics for the speech and the Murray Police Department contest held Saturday night in
ment organization, the pageant
according to Vernon Shown, students, craftsmen and young hearing majors. This faculty is yesterday and last night. They Paducah at the Jaycee Civic
will emphasize talent in the
president of the club.
business and professional men aided by Jonnie Chandler, de were three for public drunken- Center.
search for a coed to represent
Those interested may secure have received these awards, partment secretary, Shirley iiess, one for driving while inBy Kai MOaeLEY
the school.
apialicaticul forms and informa- supported by voluntary contri- Dillrnann, and Sheila Lacefield, toxicated and reckless driving,
Tammy was selected earlier
ROME itn — The AWOL MaJudging will be done by a
tion by writing Net Ryan Hugh- butions of Rotarians and other student helpers
five-member panel from the rine who pirated a Trans World
one for disregarding a stop this year as "Miss Wrangler"
Mrs. Marilyn Hornbeck, a sen- light, one for disorderly con- and was representing that club
es, P. 0. Box 230, Murray, Ken. interested people throughout
Western Kentucky area—with Airlines (TWA) jetliner nearly
tucky, a Rotarian.
t of the total points halfway arceuxi the world was
ai
50 per crctn
the world. To date, these study ior from Murray, recaptured the duct, one for driving while in- in the contest. Nine riding clubs
based on • ent and 25 per cent captured today by policemen
The Rotary Foundation's edu-.. grants have totaled more than spirit of twenty-seven years ago toxicated and lefling the scene in West Kentucky were particiwhen Murray began its speech of an accident, and one for driv pating in the contest. Tammy
$9,000,000.
each on tvening gown,* and who found him shivering in his
underwear near the ancient ApThis year, according to Pres- therapy program with six stu- ing while intoxicated and driv- is a first grade student at the
swimsuit competition.
dents under the direction of Dr. ing on revoked license.
Kirksey Elementary School.
Rick Parker, a Murray senior pian Way.
(Continued on Page Two)
It was Lance Opt. Raffaele
who is serving as pageant chairThree other members of the
man, said the deadline for en- Minichielio's 20th birthday and
BEHIND THE ELECTION
Wranglers Riding Club were rehe offered little resistance. He
cognized at the awards dinner.
was handcuffed and whisked off
son
Wicker,
Keith
were
They
,iaiL
to
of Mrs. Gary Wicker who re"Hey paisano countryman,
ceived a championship trophy
why are you arresting me?" he
end a show halter for winning
asked the policemen who caught
the Junior Flag Race.
Deputy Sheriff Calton Mor- up with him in a foot chase in
Seven students from Murray
Billy and Patsy Carroll, son
gan said this morning that he the rolling foothills south of
out masses of material and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
are among the 25 MSU students
and the other deputies were Rome, ending one of the most
but were worth a veritable trea- sending
By GLEN CARPENTER
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in
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Carroll,
Hafford
now in rehearsal for "Dark of
out patrolling the roads in Cal- bizarre episodes in aviation hispublicity.
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to
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the Moon," the University'Thea- It's nearly election time again
pionship
loway County last night, but no tory.
William
Commonwealth Atty.
U. S. authorities already have
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tre fall production.
vandalism was reportspecial
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usual
the
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in
filed air piracy charges against
the state.
throughout
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men's
for
ed.
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to
made
mocrat,
litical maneuvers
bring
Gov. Nunn on Tuesday held
son and William Berney, will
Approximately one thousand
Four fires were reported in Minichiello which could
pear as straight news announce nine states officials to appear
for has
the
death
penalty
him
to
announce
news
conference
dina
be presented November 13, 14,
awards
the
attended
people
County
Lynn
one
Grove,
in
Dexter and
ments are popping up with in- before the Franklin
for build- ner which makes up the eleven
and 15 in the MSU
but no roads or highways were 6,800-mile caper.
Grand Jury to answer allegat- a $25 million program
ereasing frequency.
But an Italian notice official,
chairman
Johnsen,
for
E.
the
facilities
new
re
Robert
ing
KenWest
the
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riding
vendors
blocked, according to
reported
from
soliciting
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for
voof the drama department, is the
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tucky
state.
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with
Last Friday, the Democrats doing business
(continues' on Page Two)
director.
cational and educational contwo court actions which- The Grand Jury rejected Books'
Local students among the east filed
Each
of
these
prostruction.
have had very little legal con- request, saying there wasn't
are Bobby Dodd, Ada Sue Hutjects had been announced presequences, as it has turned out, enough evidence to warrant a
Andrea
Howard,
Steve
viously one by one over the
then
jury
grand
probe. The
/temper, Deborah Mabry, Steve
Brooks' wrists Wednes- course of the administration.
slapped
Smith, and Darlene Stuart.
State Auditor James Thompday in its report for not preDodd, son of Mr. and Mrs.
and indicated son, running for re-election, usevidence
senting
Jack Dodd of Route 5, is a
his move was strictly political. (Continued on Page Two)
senior majoring in drama, En- Dear Editor:
Atty. Gen. John B. Breckinglish, and speech. He is presiOn Tuesday, November the ridge, a Democrat, obtained a
dent of the Sock and Buskin 4th, the voters of Kentucky
restraining order against t h e
theme club, and a member of must vote to scrap a part of
Nunn administration to prohibit
drahonorary
Altillpai Omega
our Constitution, that has pro- it from soliciting from either
entiy.p
lila
ven sound and reliable, or vote vendors or state employes.
*The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. to save it from destruction
Proof Needed
Hutson of 709 Olive St.,
Dr. Charles Tuttle attended
a
I believe amendment No. 1,
it is proven aolicitaUnless
sophomore
a
is
Hutson
parents meeting at Darrow
the
a
in
worded
is
It
gold.
is fools
made, there
and speech major. She complex and indefinite manner, tations have been
where it was announced
'
drama
School
can be done. And
it a member of Alpha Psi Ome- and is full of blind loop holes. is little that
the school now plans to
that
the administration is unlikely
girls in a co-education
I believe that if No. 1, is lie to move to dissolve the order. enroll
(Continuee on Page Two)
beginning next Sepprogram
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Republican
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Dr.
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tax
force
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corps this week were scored for is a senior this yew.
payers in my knowledge and in
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intelligence groups to spend
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money
and
time
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ney's offices getting legal help
25 girls the first year and
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about
in listing our property, or force
eventually increase the enrollus to spend time and money
eighty. The number of
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Kentucky — Cloudy and cool in court trying to get out
at the same time
would
boys
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Couples will play bridge at 7:30
Sunday. Occasional trouble for our error
through
150.
be
and other items from Cairo and got it set up at the situ at
Stems Chi Aids Community. Mama Chi social tritonsp. m. in the Student Union
rein diminishing in west this ur property.
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No.
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believe
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attention
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brought
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to
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to
be
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will
and
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from a planning committee
Gene Landolt, Tom Douglas, Mrs. George Kaistler, Mr.
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that
Flo
believe
I
hostesses,
the
government.
Contact
good
tight upper MU la mid 40s.
made up of alumni, trustees,
and Sigma Chi came to their aid to mak• It a reality. They ° Keittler and Maurice Ryan.
should the Legislature meet an- Hendrickson 153-7783, OT Chris- parents and faculty.
(Staff Photo by Ed Collie)
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for
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reservations
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Friday Are
Reported
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Budl Stroud Dies
Early This Morning
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Miss M.abry is a freshman
NEW CONCORD TOPS KIR KSLY
drama and Spaniel) major an is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The New Concord Redbirds
Robert Mabry of 1518 Kirkwood beat the Kirksey Eagles 49-38
Drive.
In A team action Tuesday night
while the Eagles' B Team woo
Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. 24-17.
J. H Smith of 1667 Calloway
Ricky Scarbrough of New Con- ig
Ave. a a sophomore English cord was high scorer with 28
major He is also a member of points.
Thu Kappa Epsilon social fr.6New Concord (49)-Scarbrough
ternity.
28, Garrison 2, Brelsford 2, 'a
major,
drama
A freshman
Fannin 8, Quinn 8, Futrell 1.
Miss Stuart is the daughter of
Kirksey (38) - Simmons 4, ir
Mr. and Mrs. Justice Stuart of
Beane 12, Smith 2, Tucker 12,
500 Whitnell Ave.
Brame 8
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Giovanni Palmeri, announced
8 a.ad she slowed down for the
Census - Nursery
the Foun- and Miss Mills have proposed he would be tried in Italy beShown,
Vernon
big rock, but we are working on
ideat
Admission, October 38, 1949 car in front of her. The Hal dation is providing $1,190,000 tc the school of education that cause, Palmate said, "For us,
It. We hope to get one about
Mrs. Janice Sheppard
the
of
rear
the
into
car
slid
that
whetever
car,
to 571 young men and women. a graduate program in therapy be is a foreige citizen who has
the aim of a
baby boy, Route 1, Dexter;
Winchester car, according to There are three types of edu- be instituted, possibly by Bele committed a crime."
la. If you wonder what we are Dorothy Morton, Route 1,
JAMES C. WILLIAMS PUBLISHER
the police report.
atinschiello had put on trouscational awards offered by The tember of 1970.
going to do with It, we are go- ael; Mrs. Bobbie Ferguson
plans are ers and a Twhirt by the time he
to the Oldsmobile Rotary Foimciasion: Graduate
Damage
this,
to
addition
it.
at
look
to
In
ing
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
211, Murray; Victor 0
was on the front end and to Fellowships, for students who being made to apply for a char- arrived at the police station- He
et Public Voice items which, In our opinion, are not for the beet
1905 Poplar, Murray; Mrs. Mare the Buick on the rear end_
have a Bachelor's Degree or ter with Sigma Alpha Eta, a appeared confused and kept
As Ni. old saying goes, beauty Pruden, 501 South 7th Street.
niterest of our readers.
equivalent; Undergraduate Scho- professional speech and hear- inanehting "1 am an Italian, I
La in the eye of the beholder. Murray; Otis Colson, Route 4,
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1809 We just like to look at rocks,
At 11:28 yesterday morning larships, for students doing imi- ing organization.
consider myself an Italian."
*demon Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York., N.Y.. little ones, big ones and great Murray; Mrs Marie Cole, Route airs involved were a 1983 Volks- versity-level work who have not
A nominating committee com- Newsmen at the station asked
Rtephesiaon Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
1, Murray; Miss Bonnie Nunn- wegen two door driven by Joyet attained a degree; and Tech- posed of John Crider, Denise him why be Wicked the Plane
big ones.
ally, 1000 Sharpe Street, Mur- ry C. Stephenson of Puryear,
Training Awards, for Barnes, Lynn Briggs, Nancy and, with a smile, he replied,
nical
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission am
ray; Master Mike Armstrong, Tenn., and a 1968 Chevrolet
artisans or craftsmen Smith and Dixie Hopkins was "I don't know."
young
Second Clam Matter
Route 3, Mayfield; Mrs. Helen
two door hardtop driven by Ro- with at least two years' exper- appointed to draw up a slate of Polite said his pone were
SUBSCIPTIoN RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35g, per
Hodges, Route 6, Murray; Baby
bert David White of Murray ience in their chosen field. In officers for the next meeting found near a small church
*oath $1.52. In CaLowey and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50;
girl Bazzell, Route 1, Farming- Route Two.
addition, grants are made to
held on November 18 at where be had temporarily takZomes 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions WOO. (Continued From Page One)
ton; Arthur Hjort, Route 2. A passenger in the White car, teams of six young business to be
in room 554 of the en reufge before a priest spotp.m.
7:00
Havel; Mrs. Effie Humptrreys,
'The Outatandhog Chic Meet of a Oesantamity ic the
ted him. The pockets, Palmeri
nually, it would vote so mane 1103 Sycamore, Murray; Coil Robert David White, age seven- and professional men to spend education building.
Integrity et tie Newspaper"
said, were "bulging with dellaws, that lawyers could not Foster', 402 North 2nd Street, teen months, was treated for in- two months abroad studying the
juries to the head at the hospi- financial, industrial, rural and
read and digest them all 1 Murray.
tal, according to the hospital re- cultural traditions of another
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notice that there are now over
The carbine be had used to
Dismisesh
country in a district sponsored
two hundred bills in the hands
forte the plane to fly from
Master Philip Dix, Route 1, Police said Stephenson was program.
of the Legislative Research Almo; Mrs. Christine Southard,
California to Denver to New
Each year, etch of the nearcommission to be presented to Route 1, Murray; Mrs. Kay Do- going north on 641, making a
York City to Bangor, Maine, to
One)
Pogo
From
(Continued
the Legislature when it meets ran, 711 Main, Murray; Mrs. left turn on Story Avenue and ly 300 districts of Rotary InShannon, Ireland, and filially
in January. I also know that I Loris Gream, Route 1, Mayfield;'told police he failed to see the ternational is entitled to sub- State" by pageant is a depart- to Rome had been abandoned
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
must live and be judged under Mrs. Lav anthe Turner, 1302 White car going south on 641, mit a candidate far whichever ure from the routine in past. in a fannhouse, police said.
the proposition, that being ign- Peggy Ann Drive, Murray; Max according to the police report one of the three awards it years when a campus election
One of the crewmen on the
Charlie H. Hale, age 87, died this morning at his home on orant of the laws the Legisla- Parker, 238 E. College Street, Damage to the Stephenson wishes. The Rotary Club of has decided which coed would flight said the Leatherneck was
car was on the right side and Murray is in Rotary District wear the crown.
ture places in the statutes will Louisville;
Murray Route Three.
euicidai and wanted to kill
Perry
Cornwell, to the White oar on the front 671 which this year is seekParker said a "colorful and someone. He fired one shot in
Golf chairman, Dr. John Quertermous, is pictured presenting not excuse me or any one_
Hardin; Robert Shook, Hales
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culture and the programs of this
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breaking a window to steal a pack of a particular brand of
.....................................,..........................
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Cowboys Are Falcons Pass Defense May
Making Noose Suffer Setback On Sunda
y
For Cleveland

and Ed Williams 8.1.
By DAVID mut. rr
The record, before Coffey deBraxton Is Workhorse
UPI Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) parted, backs Van Brocklin's
Braxton's lower average is de"We'll have to play our best ceiving because he is the Mounclaim. The Falcons are third ip
The Dallas Cowboys are ATLANTA (UPI)- The Atlanta NFL rushing with an average
THURSDAY COUPLES
Moose Lodge
football game to date both off- taineers' workhorse and has sc19 13
Lindsey's
BOWLING LEAGUE
19 13 fashioning a noose for the Falcons' steadily improving of 160.3 yards per game anti'
ensively and defensively to beat ored 78 points this season. That's
Murray Mobil Homes 17 15 Cleveland Browns with a bit of pass defense May suffer a set- first in yards gained per rush'
Woak of 10-2349
West Virginia,"
John
Ray 18 more than the Wildcats Meg
back Sunday. Roman Gabriel with 4.9,
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15 17 Ivy.
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said, peering hopefully across managed as a team.
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While the Mountaineers don't
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20
lag rusher Cannonball Butler ig
cats who seem never to run short go to the air very much and why
Williams
Super Ser. 14 18 Football League rushing crown, Gabriel, the rangy former ninth in the league with a 296
Befuddled Four
20
on powerful opponents.
should they? Their quarterback,
Mo-Go Oil
"Every time you go out on Spares
10 22 leads the unbeaten Cowboys North Carolina State ace, is off net and LA's Larry Smith,
19 9
A homecoming crowd of 38,000 Mike Sherwood, has broken four
Crazy Horse
10 22 against the once -defeated to a great start in his eighth rookie from Florida, is right on
17 11
Is expected to witness today's WUV records in pas-sing and the floor, keep one thing in Night Owls
Reapers
9 23 Browns Sunday in a tattle of professional year and he's al- his heels in 10th place with 292.
17 11 R. O. T. C.
game with the Mountaineers 5-1, total offense. Sherwood also ser- mind- you're champions."
8 24 Eastern Conference Division ready erased some of the rec16 1.2.. Carrier Corp.
Indiana Coach Bob Leonard's Red Birds
who suffered their only loss at ves as a fourth running back with
If San Francisco knocks off
High Team 3 Games SC
ords Atlanta Coach Norm Van Detroit Sunday and the Falcons
lb LS
leaders.
the hands of undefeated PennSta- a 4.6-yard per carry average. advice paid off with interest Turtles
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when
Bob L. S. D. Plus 1
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1
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Marilyn Parks
Won't Miss Coffey
160 Ezell's Beauty Sch09 2._993 against Cincinnati (3-4) pa
eel e
Joye Rowland
But Yee Brocklin thinks the
148 Johnsous Grocurs:,...4,„„
-BrUce-Thomas
.
ilT7 Sunday; Houston, ,(4.3,1,- ta,1*-..04 alauos,!„.,ciaaaloo4 genie,
•••••• ^^... • •••
c
--Knish*
!
*via
- :14111 '141Till. hid. -111Sisla FiC
By, MILTON RICHMAN
•
season form. He loves.being out Joann Woods
winless
Boston;
the New York without Junior Coffey is better
143 Marilyn Parka
UPI Sports Writer
there on the field with the Jim Neale
636 Jets, first in the East with a 5-2 than
the Rams'.
187 Wanda Nonce
Hopkinsville Federal
620
Redskins although he doesn't T. C. Hargrove
record, meet the Miami DoiVan Brocklin traded Coffey,
178
Bobbie
Garrison
NEW YORK (UPI)- The
612 phhos (1-5-1) and the San Diego
mind sitting on the bench and Paul Buchanan
177
Atlanta's No, 1 runner in '66
human mind will hold still for seeing the offensive unit pile up Lyman Dixon
Chargers (4-3 face the Denver and '67 and third thLs year, to
177
High Ind. Game HC
only so much.
yardage against the opposition. Vernon Riley
Broncos (3-4) in other AFL the New York Giants for two
175 carol Hill
235 games.
Pablo
Casals
the
"That's what I keep trying to
next
undisclosed 1970 draft choices.
Maudie
Kermerly
&
Minnesota
Manager? Maybe, tell (Sonny) Jurgensen," Sam
Wanda Nance
220
KENTUCKY LAKE
By JOHN JEANSONNE
Onassis, a pauper'
) Well, that Huff laughs. "Control the ball
Bobbie Garrison
BOWLING LEAGUE
224
UPI Sports Writer
bends the mind a little, But and score a lotta points. He
High Ind. 3 Game Scratch
Week
of
10-2749
Sam Huff, a quitter? Never.
say, 'Boy, you don't even
Marilyn Parks
Standings:
549
W. L
The New York Knicks are
Never say never.
wanna play at all!' ".
Bobbie Garrison
Mutual of Omaha
528
28
4
leaving subtle hints that they
Sam Huff turned over the
Never Happen.
T. V. Ser. Center
509
22% 94 Wanda Nance
are solid contenders for the Idea of quitting the Washington
Not with Sam Huff.
High Ind. Game Scratch
Rank
of
Murray
22%
9%
National Basketball Association Redskins earlier this year. He
Bobbie Garrison
196
title this season. Like Thursday considered the idea in his mind
Wanda Nance
192
eight, when Walt Frazier, the only
briefly but the fact
Marilyn Parks
191
Knick defensive ace, scored a remains he did, and chances
Splits Converted
career high of 43 points to are U you were Sam Huff at
Martha Andrus
3-10
equal the single-game best in the time, pushing 35, fighting to
the league this season by two keep up with young lions 10 and
OlinvdiaY Marshall
4-5
fellows who are paid to score- 12 years your junior and
, Wanda Nance
4-5 & 3-10
Wilt Chamberlain and Lew punishing muscles which werLaVaughn Latimer
3-10
MANHATTAN, Kan.(UPI)me they would do what it took
Alcindor.
en't used during a year of
Top Ten Averages
Vince
Gibson
says
if
he'd
to
win,"
he
says. "That's the Betty Dixon
"That's the most I've scored idleness you would've turned
163
In my life," Frazier smiled over the idea of junking a known all there was to know biggest thing I've got to be Marilyn Parks
161
about Kansas State he never thankful for: The administraafter..the Knicks whipped the comeback, too.
Bobbie Garrison
161
would have taken the job as tion and people have done what Mildred
San Diego Rockets, 123-110, for
Thought It Was Mistake
Hodge
165
head
football
coach.
they said they would do."
their ninth win in 10 games.
Wanda Nance
"I really thought I made a
149
When
he was interviewed for
To start with, Kansas State LaVaughn Latimer
"Before this, I don't think I've mistake," Sam Huff says. "I
145
scored
43 points in the felt slow, all the other the job after the 196€ season, built an athletic dormitory and Nancy Rogers
138
Gisbon
says,
"I
told
'em
what
a
I'd
new
football stadium, The Betty Darnell
warmups."
linebackers were out-running
138
have
have.
to
I put down university in the Blue River Sandra Thompson
In the only other games me and, of course, I've always
134
scheduled, Milwaukee took ad- taken a lotta pride in my everything I could think of. Valley also gave Gibson a large Mary Harris
134
They
looked
at
like
me
was
I
recruiting
budget
and enough Isabel Parks
vantage of a disastrous 10-noint quickness and speed. Now I
132
money to hire good assistant Judy Mason
second quarter by Detroit to was always last coming off the nuts.
129
"When they came back and coaches.
Barbara Chilcute
whip the Pistons, 102-81, and ball. I thought maybe it was
Kansas State sold more than Emma Adams
Phoenix defeated Cincinnati, the year's layoff and the fact I offered me the job," says
127
Gibson, "then I didn't know 5,000 season tickets this year. Faye Forims
106-104.
127
was a year older. I thought
Frazier scored nine points they might've taken their toll." how to say no. I later realized
during a third-period rally
All this happened to Huff they just wanted someone to
which brought the Knicks from during August and September come in and tell them what it
a six-point deficit to a 10-point during the Redskins' pro-season would take to build a winning
program."
lead they never relinquished.
games and that's when he
Didn't Check Attendance
Durable Hoyt
Flynn Robinson scored 25 began having these doubts.
Whiaser was
But, says Gibson, "I didn't
points and Alcindor added 23 to
ANAHEIM, Calif. (UPI)One of the big reasons Huff
check
attendance.
into
PITTSI0 I 111;
I
Pa. (UP!)didn't
lead the Bucks, but the big decided to come back this year
Hoyt Wilhelm, the Californ•
Byron White, a Pittsburgh
difference was Detroit's seven- was Vince Lombardi and when realize they'd only sold 800 Angels' bullpen
artist, observe Steeler halfback,led the National
minute second-period scoring you hear Sam Huff talk about season tickets the year before. his
46th birthday July 26.
If
I'd
known
all
that,
I
League in ground-gaining in his
wouldn't
drought which allowed Mil- Lombardi you can put both
* * *
first season, 1138. White, the
waukee to go from k 30-27 hands over your eyes and have taken the job."
Kansas State is glad Gibson
former U. of Colorado All-Amerrcit to a 45-30 lead.
swear you're listening to Jerry
didn't
know all the facts. He Three firsts
ican, today is an Associate
indor, despite fouling out Kramer or Bart Starr.
came in saying, "we're gonna
COLUMBUS(UPI)-Ohio has Justice of the United States
the third time in eight NBA
"Coach Lombardi is the
es, grabbed 19 rebounds to greatest man that I have ever win" and "I need your help."e recorded at least three firsts in Supreme Court.
People laughed
at
him,
*5*
Versatile, rugged. Hot,
ip the Bucks to a comfortable met," Sam Huff says. "He's
the game of baseball.
First summer session
68-45 advantage on the boards. very sincere, honest and a Kansas State has gone 21
overhead
The first major league player
cam mill, 40%
new 96 HP
without
victory.
a
Neal Walk's layup with two tough, just man. He's what games
ALLIANCE, Ohio (UPI)to
pitch
two
successive
no-hit,
Gibson's
first team won one,
more hustle & haul. Up to 25 miles per
seconds remaining brought the every man would like to picture
no-run games was -Cincinnati Mount Union College here has
nine.
lost
Last
year
the
gallon economy. 6 foot all-steel bed.
victory to the Suns, who trailed himself as being. When things
the distinctidn of founding the
through most of the game and go right and you do things the Wildcats were 4-6, developing player Johnny Vander Meer on first summer session
All-vinyl upholstered cab. Torsion bar
in
'the
rapidly
towards
the end.
June 10 and 15, 1938.
were down by 12 midway way he wants them done he's a
United States in 1870.,•
And this season Kansas State
front and heavy duty rear suspension.
The first
pinch-hitter ..as
through the third period before very warm human being. He's
The college also provided the
Hardnosed & Cute.
rallying for a 78-78 tie going a very tough man when guys is off to a 3-1 start. Last week Cleveland player J.J. Doyle, who
the Wildcats startled their fans made
Into the final period.
history when he eame to team that played the first basketareal putting eut the way they
and the collegiate football world
ball game west of the Allegheny
THE SOUND MOVE
Cincinnati built its lead to six should
bat on June, 1892.
be. This is when alike
with a 59-21 victory over
Mountains
in 1897.
points in the fourth quarter Lombardi gets mean."
The
first
World
Series
unassisnationally
ranked
Oklahoma.
while Phoenix never led by
Might Be Axed
For their performance, Gib- ted triple play was recorded in
more than two, but the Suns , Still, Huff knows that if he
Cleveland in 1920.
distance
got the ball with 16 seconds left had been a young rookie and son has been named Coach of
* •*
the Week by United Press
Drive a Datsun...
and the score tied, 104-104. Gail didn't have 12 NFL seasons
NEW YORK (UP!) Eriden
'Field goal record
International.
SEDANS • WAGON • PICKUP • SPORTS CARS
Goodrich, dubletemed on the behind him during the team's
Turista -during. Ms 1948-1961
decide at:
then
Has No Regrets
HOUSTON
(UPI)-George career as a defensive halfback
side, hooked a pass to Connie training period, he easily might
Gibson has no regrets now" Blanda'S 55 yard placekick
Hawkins, who spotted Walk have been axed from the squad.
for the New York Giants and
that he gave up his job as against San Diego for the
alone under the basket for the
Now Sam Huff is exactly
Green Bay Packers returned 258
assistant coach at Tennessee.
Houston Oilers in 1961, remains punts for 2209 yards, an NEL
winning bucket.
where he ought to be, at mid- "When
I came here, they told an AFL all-time record.
810 SYCAMORE ST.
Ph. 753-7114
record.

Last Second
Shot Wins
For Pacers

BOWLING STANDINGS
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Oh! Are my childreds eyes ever bigger than their stomachs!
And I won't even mention my husband. When it comes to
cookies, the bigger the better as far as they're concerned. The
grocery store shelves are full of such things but I always like to
make my own goodies. Not only is it a lot less expensive, but
I really enjoy a quiet afternoon in the kitchen when I can cook
something just a bit different.

The Lynn Grove Junior Beta
Club met for the first time this
year on Monday, October 27.
Officers elected were Matt
.13rowen, president; Dennis Morris, vice-president and program
chairman; Vicky Butterworth,
secretary - treasurer; 1dalinda
Taylor, reporter.
Twenty-six
members were
present. The meeting was sponsored by Mrs. Ann Wood.
•••

This recipe,is one of their favorites, and I know that anything
with dairy products in it will he high in nutritional value. Oh, I
know it takes a variety of foods to keep them strong and
healthy, hut the milk, butter and eggs certainly do their job.
Next time your children come home from school, sit them
down with these Brown Sugar Drop Cookies and a tall glass of
milk Then watch their eyes grow!

BROWN SUGAR DROP COOKIES

ABANDONED ON HIGHWAY
Found clinging to a chainlink fence alongside a highway near Bell Gardens,
Calif.. 4-year-old Jody Smith
clings to the hand of Sheriffs Lt. Jeri.)Dodd. Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald F.
Fouquet, were arrested and
bcoked on suspicion of felony
abandonment on a tip by a
former babysitter.

Rives' property
LOS ANGELES(UPI)- California's constitution, drawn up
here in 1849, was the first state
constitution to include a provision for the separate property
of married women.
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/
2 cups brawn sugar
V? cup butter'. 1 ggg
1 cup sour milk or milk
and lemon juice

1 teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon vanilla
pinch salt
/
1
2 cups flour, scant
1 teaspoon baking powder

Cream brown sugar and butter together. Add egg and beat well.. If
you do not have sour milk, place a tablespoon of lemon juice in
cup and fill ilip•with fresh milk. Add sodeto milk. Add.viinilla
and salt to sugar mixture Sift baking powder into flour-Stir
in milk and flour alternately. Use flour sparingly—mixture
The Goshen United-Methodist should be a trifle runny ws.-tends to thick,ir up: Drop by, tableChurch WSCS will meet at the spoon on buttered cookie sheet. Don't crowd. Bake for 8 minutes in preheated oven at 400 degrees.
church at seven p.m:
7-- -'
•• •
Waters
Circle
of
Alice
The
Mrs. Walthe First United Methodist in the afternoon with
as the leader.
Church WSCS will meet at the ton Fulkerson
• is •
home of Mrs. Frank Kane, 1817
Novambar 7
Friday,
at
9:30
a.m.
KoeneLand Drive,
of the
Theta
Department
The
Note change in date.
The Creative Arts DepartMurray Woman's Club will have
•••
ment of the Murray Woman's
American
the
rummage
sale
at
a
The Delta Department of the
eight a.m. to Club held its regular meeting
Murray Woman's Club will meet Legion Hall from
at the club house on Monday,
one
p.m.
at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
October 27, at nine-thirty o'•••
Hostesses will be Mesdames Elwill clock in the morning.
Citizens
Club
Senior
The
liott Wear, Henry Warren,
Mrs. Joan Shelton presented
have a potluck luncheon at the
Myrtle Wail, B. H. Thurman,
01110.teberv"
sessile-Meson
a
Center,
Ellis
Drive,
Community
Fugene Tarry, and Miss Lorene
at noon. Hostesses will be Mrs. showing wall hangings with
Swann.
Birdie Parker, Mrs. Lela Shack- embroidery. They were in mod•••
Mrs. Martha Golden ern and traditional designs.
The Kappa Department of the elford, and • • •
Some of the members did enMurray Woman's Club will meet
Usiversity Couples will ameling on copper with Mrs.
The
at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
brid$e at 7:30 p.m. in the Annette Schmidt as the leader
Hostesses will be Mrs. Dan W. play
Mrs. Aude McKee presided at
Student
1fnion cafeteria A corMiller and Mrs John Belt.
meeting in the absence of
the
to
dial invAtation is extended
•• •
the chairman, Mrs. Macon
newcomers.
and
especially
to
all
Wednesday, November 5
Contact the hostesses, Flo Hend- Blankenship. The minutes were
The Faxon Mothers Club will rickson 753-7783 or Christine read by Mrs. Eff Birdsong, secretary, and the financial report
have their regular monthly Parker.
was given by Mrs. Buford Hurt,
•• •
meeting at 1:30 p.m. at the
treasurer
school All mothers who sold
Saturday, November II
Names were tabled to be votthe Stanley products please
A Turkey Shoot will be held
bring the money to the meet- at the Galloway County High ed on in November.
Mrs. Don Hunter asked all
ing. All mothers are urged to School from nine a.m. to dark,
members to have their items
:orne.
sponsored
by
the
Band
Boosters
• ••
Littleton's by
Club. The proceeds will be us- for the bazaar at
The Cherry Corner Baptist ed to buy new uniforms for the Thursday. November 5. The ba
Laar will be from nine a.m. to
Church WMS will meet at the band.
five p.m. with the proceeds go•
• ••
church at seven p.m.
•• •
dig for the art scholarship.
Hostesses for the meeting
The Flint Baptist Church
were Mrs. H. J. Bryan, Mrs. Ed
WMS will meet at the church
Chrisman, and Mrs. K. T. Crawat seven p.m
•••
ford.
• • er
The Calloway County High
The ladies day luncheon will
be served at 12:15 at the Oaks Chapter of the Firturt Homemakers of America held its reMr. and Mrs. Robert S. Allen
Country Club. Make reservat- gular executive council meeting
ions by Monday by calling Er- in the home economics depart- and son, Scott of Norwalk,
ma Tuck 753-4557 or Kathryn ment to discuss topics related Ohio, are the guests of her parOutland 753-3079. Other hos- to the chapter such as the point ents, Mr. and Mrs. S. V. Foy,
tesses are Myrtle Mae Grogan, system, UNICEF drive, execu- and her sister, Mrs. Ted HowBernice Wallen, Virginia Jones, tive council's Christmas party, ard and family. Before returnDoris Rose, Reva Shelton, Mil- and the improvement needed on ing home they will visit his parents in Clearwater, Fla., and
dred- Collie, Margaret Treva- the last chapter meeting.
her borther, Bobby Foy and
than, Fay Sledd, Nell AllbritS. C.
ten, Oneida Boyd, and Beauton
Those presem. were Beverly family in Columbia,
•••
Brandon.
Rogers, Dortha Jackson, Jackie
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Thee
Budzko, Wilma Smith, Kathy
Thursday, November 6
Stubblefield, Wanda Garrett, of Sikeston, Mo., are spending
Joan Peery, Ginny Locke, Carla the weekend with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester YarThe annual bazaar by t he Watkins,
Christy
Lockhart,
Creative Arts Department of Becky Chaney, Cathy Lockhart, brough, Farmer Avenue, and to
the Murray Woman's Club will Patty Greer, Miss Lucy Ann attend the homecoming festivbe held at Littleton's from nine Forrest, and Mrs. Bess Kerlick. ities at Murray State University.
a.m. to five p.m.
• ••
The Kirksey Baptist Church
Woman's Missionary Society
will meet at the church at seven
p.m.
• ••
The Town and Country Homemakers Club will meet at the
home of Mrs. C. Dale Lemons
a: 7:30 p.m.
•••
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 130
p.m. Hostesses will be Mesoames Leonard Vaughn, B. 1.
Hoffman, A. W. Simmons, Sr.,
L W. Paschall, and H. Ed
Chrisman.
• ••
Grove Baptist
Elm
The
Church WMS will meet at the
church at 9:30 a.m to go to the
ELECTRIC CHAIR MAIM/MU- Anselmo Tolentino, 33, sencottage of Mrs. Mason Thomas
tenced to die in the electric chair in manila, is wed to
at Pine Bluff Shores for the
Carolina Calvia, 33, in the warden's office of Munttnlopa
Prayof
Woman's
Day
Baptist
priipn After'the ceremony she went home vowing to he
er at ten a m A potluck lunch 'true. Tolentino is under
death sentence „for murder, and Is
will be served at noon 4;1 the
hoping tpr presidential intervention.
general meeting will be held

•• •

Mrs. Joan Shelton
Presents._ „Lesson
For Creative Arts

Calloway Board Of
FHA Has Meeting
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Hazel
Special Program

A
Beta Club Of Lynn
Grove Has Meeting

•••

Tuesday, November 4
The Licensed Practical Nurses of District 17 will meet in
the conference room of t he
Murray-Calloway County Hospital at seven p.m. Gueit speaker
will be Matthew Anderson,
t4MIlieu Therapist, Department
'
of Mental Health.
•••
All parents of Girl Scouts
are urged to come to help clean
•
up the Girl Scout Cabin at 9.- 30
a.m: It is in bad peed of repair
and cleaning An-yone who can
come will be appreciated.
*
•••
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hail
6,e3
at seven pm.
•1

Society Of
- —1 Women'sChurch
Has

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

KITCHEN
4,7kmire

Hospital visitors
use tact!

Price is right
if the home is
occupies a particularly
prominent place in housing
demand currently. "More
sophisticated than his
counterpart of the past, the
average buyer often is a previous
owner or a young person who
grew up in a single-family home
environment. Although scientific
developments have increased
comfort and reduced manual
labor in the modern home,
location continues to hold a
priority place in home selection
to most families."
The NAREB report found for
homes built prior to 1950
locations' advantage is a major
influence on value. Higher today
than they were a year ago in
four out of five market areas,
prices of older homes in
well-maintained neighborhoods
remained about the same in 18
per cent of the communities and
declined in about 1 per cent.
Homes built since 1950 have
been important as a market
risen in value in a generally
factor, NAREB pointed out, it
similar pattern.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
combination of increased
demand and diminshed supply
makes this a good time to sell an
existing single-family home in a
well-maintained neighborhood, a
recent survey indicates.
The National Association of
Real Estate Boards, in a survey
of 1 6 6 member firms
thorughout the country, found
demand for such homes is up
substantially in 44 per cent of
communities contacted, up
moderately in 34 per cent, about
the same as last year in 13 per
cent, and down in only 9 per
cent.
At the same time, volume of
listings of these same homes was
down moderately in 39 per cent
of the areas, about the same in
30 per cent, down substantially
in 13 per cent, and up in only 18
per cent.
While environment always has

Miss Julia Kay Pinkley Honored At Tea
Held At The Red Room Of Holiday Inn

Members of the Women's
Society of Christian Service of.
the Hazel United Methodist
Church participated in the annual observance of the Call to
Prayer and Self Denial.
The meeting was held at the
church on Tuesday. October 2.8,
at ten o'clock in the morning.
Mrs. D. N. White was the
leader for the program on "Let
The Earth Bring Forth", Mrs.
Claude Anderson led in the responsive reading from Psalms
100.
Mrs. W. S. Miller, Mrs. J.
Robert Taylor, and Mrs. J. W
Jones discussed and presented
mission projects in the United
States and European countries.
A special offering was taken
at the close of the program.
A covered dish luncheon was
served at noon to the sixteen
members and three visitors,
Mrs. Cherry Johnston, Mrs. J.
E. Clayton, and Little Miss
Beach

The Red Room at Holliday
Inn was the scene of a tea "given on Saturday afternoon, October twenty-fifth, _complimenting Miss Julia Kay Pinkley,
bride-elect of Gary Roedemeier
of Paducah.

•
•

The Calloway County High
Chapter of the Future Teachers
of America met Thursday, October 23, in Room 200 of the
school.
Kathy Stubblefield, president,
called the meeting to order. After the pledge had been given
the secretary, Wanda Garrett,
called the roll.
A poem, "So Swift the Way.
So Short the Day", was read by
Cynthia Cooper for the devot
ion.
Rules concerning absences
from meetings and report cards
were explained to the new members Candy sales were announc•
ed and the candy was distributed. Members were reminded abOut the concession stand wort-for the December 5 ballgame.
The program was a collection
of songs sung for the club by
Ruth Ann Barrow. The meeting
was adjourned by the presi-

Stand Up For America
See and Hear . . .

SANDER VANOCUR

GOVERNOR GEORGE C. WALLACE
NBC First Tuesday
November 4 at 8:00 p.m.

NOW OPEN
7A HOURS

PER DAY
SUNDAY THRU FRIDAY
Lair

Closed from 5:30 a.m. Saturday
Until 5:30 a.m. Sunday
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Future Teachers Of
Calloway Meet At
The School
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with complimenting accessories. Mrs. Pinkley and Mrs. Roedemeier wore gift corsages of
white feathered carnations.
The bridal-book was placed
oiiIIkble coverW- With aft -eetti
linen cloth, on which was a
low-looted compote,: which held
DEAR ABBY: 't have just returned from the -finis-pita!
Hostesses for the delightful an arrangement of shasta daiswhere I had some surgery for cancer. They caught it early
occasion were Mrs. Stark Er- ies and eculayptus., The regisand praise be God, all is well.
win, Mrs. Conrad H. Jones, Mrs. ter was presided over by Miss
Philip Mitchell, Mrs. Bradbum Mary Ann Orr, of Clarksville,
While in the hospital, three neighbor women, whom I do
•0
Hale, Mrs. Oliver Cherry, Mrs. Tennessee, cousin of the bridenot know very well, came together to visit me. They took
turns asking very ,personaLquestions about the extent of my stlfugh L. Oakley, Mrs. Buford elect.
Hurt, Mrs. Wells Pietom Sr.,
The guests were directed to Fur seals return
surgery, my "chariees" foe- recovering, whether "they got it
Mrs. Louis C. Ryan, Airs. John the beautifully appointed tea
all" and so forth. I tried my Wm to get off the subject, but
SANTA BARBARA, Calif.
T. Irvan, Mrs. A. C. Sanders, table, which was overlaid with (UPI)
- The Alaska fur seal has
they were persistent.
Titsworth.
and Mrs. Howard
a cutwork ecru and coffee linen
reappeared on the California
One of the women sat theriiand told of one case after
Mrs. Buford Hurt greeted the cloth. Centering the table was
coast to breed again for the first
another where the person hid a similar problem and
guests at the door and Mrs. a silver epergne holding a sty_.
eyentuall*diad.•
Bradburn Hale presented them lized arrangement of champagne time in 130 years.
Two scientists from UC Santa
Aftedthia:telt I was' SO *Allied of energy and deprigalled, - to the receiving line, composed asters' and varigated shades of
I wept for an hour
of the honoree, Miss Pinkley, gold and coffee 'colored ecUlayp- Cruz discovered a tiny colony
on San Miguel Island near Santa
her mother Mrs. L. K. Pinkley, tus.
Why do people visit the sick and leave them sicker?
Harold C. Roedemeider, Flanking the center piece Barbara, about 3,000 miles from
Mrs.
STILL RECOVERING
mother of the groom-to-be, Mrs were three branched silver can- the animal's present homeland in
DEAR STILL: Because common sense is so uncommon. I
H. L. Blaker, aunt of the groom- delabra holding burning cham- the Bering Sea_
The Alaska fur seal is a hardy
to-be, Linda Roedemeier, sister pagne ivory tapers. Table aphappen to believe that hospital patients need REST—not
held sea-going mammal once in danger
silver
of the groom-to-be, from Bridge- pointments in
COMPANY! Friends can show their friendship by sending
ton, Missouri, and Miss Jane punch, nuts, mints and wedd- of becoming extinct by overflowers, cards and letters. And relatives should speak only of
hunting.
Belote, who is to be maid of ing petifors.
cheerful things, ask no questions, leave the kids and the
* * *
honor for Miss Pinkley's weddThe hostesses were assisted
coughs at borne and leave early.
ing, which will be December at the tea table by Mrs. R. E.
Orr, of Clarksville, Tennessee, Happy birthday?
20.
DEAR ABBY: Before my husband died he told me not to
Miss Pinkley.. chose to wear aunt of the bride-elect, Jeanne
MANILA (UPI)- The Philiplet our children talk me out of any of the money he was
from her trousseau a beautiful Diuguid, Rosemary Scott, and pine Bureau of Internal Revenue
afternoon dress of off-white Debbie Edmonds.
is studying a plan to stagger the
leaving. It wasn't a fortune, but it was enough to keep me
arrangements payment of income Taxes by
Lovely
fall
silk crepe with matching accescomfortable for the rest of my life.
were placed on smaller tea Filipinos to eliminate the lastsories and a corsage of
I promised him I would do as he told me, but Abby, I got
tables throughout the Red minute rush every April 15. The
talisman rosebuds.
soft-hearted soon after he died and when my son aked for a
Mrs. Pinkley, mother of the Room.
proposal under study calls for
cash loan for a down-payment on a house, I let him have it.
Approximately one hundred the filing and payment of the
bride-to-be, wore a beige ribThen my daughter wanted to "borrow" $2,500 for her
bon knit. Mrs. Roedemeier, po- guests called between the hours tax return within 30 days after
daughter's wedding, and how could I refuse? She was our
ther of the groom-to-be, wag-at- of 2:30 and 4:30 o'clock in the a taxpayer's
birthday.
first granddaughter. Then another son needed a -loan" to
tired in a plum worsted wool afternoon.
expand his business.
Well, you know a mother isn't going to ash her own
children to sign a note. They all promised they would pay me
back as soon as they could, and that was good enough for
me.
Now the time is passing by and none of the money has
been repaid. Not one dime That wouldn't be so bad, but my
Help restore our two party system, constitutional govNEW YORK (UPI) - Need
children are avoiding me now because they feel guilty about
more "bath" room? Try
ernment, law and order and a decent society.
the money they owe me.
compartmentalization, suggests
I don't expect any sympathy. I brought this on myself,
the Tile Council of Ameeica.
That 20-letter word means
but maybe if you print my letter it will keep some other
simply to divide into separate
mother from making the same mistake.
areas. In a bathroom it will
FOOLISH IN COLUMBUS
present his interview with
permit simultaneous use of the
DEAR FOOLISH: I'll print your letter. It contains some
various facilities by several
valuable "free" advice for which you paid a great deal.
members of the family. And it
Thank you for writing.
will serve the same purpose as
in his hometown recently.
addition of another bathroom at
substantial savings of both space
DEAR ABBY: A special prayer of thanks to you for your
and money.
stand on sex education in schools just left my lips.
The division can be
I am 30 years old and the mother of two daughters, 9 and
(Paid for b) the American Party)
accomplished quickly and easily
10. They know more about sex right now than I did when I
by erection of partitions if the
got married 12 years ago. They didn't hear it in the alley and
room's floor plan permits. If
snicker about it behind closed doors.
not, a rearrangement of facilities op*•••••••••••
•
•
•
•
••••
•
••••••
•
•••
•
•
When I was a girl at hotne "sex" was dirty and
•••••••
•
may be necessary.
•
whispered about and when I asked any questions about it I
You may wish to update the •
was told, "You're too young to now." Or, "Nice girls don't
bathroom's decor while you're •
•
talk about things like that."
at it by resurfacing the walls,
In ray teens I was frightened half out of my wits when a
floor and vanity counters. Be
•
boy wanted a good night kiss I thought, "All you want is
sure you select the right
•
surfacing material.
sex " When I met my husband, he was glad that I was a
•
•
Chances are the surfacing
"nice" girl, but I was such a "cold" wife it nearly wrecked
•
material in the bath originally
•
our marriage. After three years of a miserable marriage I
•
was ceramic tile, says the
consulted our family doctor for nervous tension and he
•
Council.
It
was
used
because
it
•
finally sat me down and said, "I am going to tell you some
•
resists moisture and water, is
things your mother should have told you 10 years ago." He
sanitary and easy to keep clean,
didn't leave anything out either.
Tile is available today in more
I didn't develop into a loving wife overnight, but with
than 1,000 colors and color
patience and.understanding my husband led me into the most
combinations, 500 designs and
joyous union two reople could ever know
over 100 different shapes and
Very few children have their questions answered at
sizes and can be applied over
home when it comes to sex, so they shou'd have them
virtually any surface -- even old
•
•
answered elsewhere. And school is that place.
tile.
•
•
LATE BLOOMER
Jim ji u Hon
stars in pilot
CONFIDENTIAL TO NEW TEACHER AT ELEMENHOLIA WOOD
(UPI)
-TARY!;CHOOL: Send the child home with a note which says,
Jim Hutton will play the title
"If you promise not to believe everything your child says
=Mr
•
role in use pilot.film of a pro•
happened at school, I'll promise not to believe everything be
posed 4elevision series, "Doug
'Main at 6th Street
Murray, Ky.
says happened at borne."
Selby, The D.A."
•7•4040••••••••1

By Abigail-Van.Buren
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Saturday, November 1
The homecoming dance will
oe held at the Galloway County
Country Club from nine p.m. to
one a.m for adult members and
avtown guests. Music will be by
Reed Hale and His Band. Hosts
are Messrs and Mesdames Don
Robinson, Jack Kennedy, Thomas Chrisp, Bob Billington, William Doss, and A. B. Crass.
• ••
homecoming
annual
The
dance will be held in the Student Union ballroom from eight
p.m. to 12:30 a.m. Two bands
will play. Admission is $250
per couple and is sponsored by
the Inter Fraternity Council
and the Panhellenic Council of
MSC.
•••
Monday, November 3
The Olga Hampton WMS of
the Sinking Springs Baptist
Church will meet at the church
at seven p.m. with Era. /MY
Paschall as the leader.
•• •
- The Coldwater United Methodist Church WMS will meet at
the church at seven p.m.

—

P0
By WILLIA
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By DELOS SMITH
NEW YORK(UPI)-Melodiya,
the Russian recording trust, has
issued an -at Carnegie Hall"
album. This can be taken as a
mark of Soviet satisfaction with
the U.S. - Rusaian cultural exchange program. It is "Gilds at
Carnegie Hall" and who will
blame the Russians for being
proud of how their pianist
wowed the Americans in faroff New York?
For Americans to whom Emil
Gilels is now one of the most
challenging yet satisfying of
pianists after his many concerts
in the U.S., the two records give
the pleasure of hearing him
through a long and formidable
formal program, complete even
to encores. It is the program he
performed to a sold-out Carnegie
Hall Feb. 2, 1969.
It begins with Busoni's transcription of Bach's organ prelude
and fugue in 0 and goes on to
Beethoven's 32 variations in C
minor and "Moonlight" sonata,
to a sonata of the little known
Russian, Nikolao K. Medtner, a
Prokofieff scherzo and march,
and finally to Ravers "Pavane
pour une infante defunte" and
"Jeux D'eau." The encores were
two Chopin etudes and the Siloti
transcription of a Bach prelude
That makes a very full evening, both for pianist and
audience. No one can accuse
Gilds of ever failing to give the
customers their money's worth,
in quantity as well as quality.
The quality is truly dazzling.
His musicality is that of the
-composers; he is the medium
through
which
it
flows.
41elo4iya-Angel/41-1413Another "at" recording is
"Lorin Hollander at the Filmore
East" and this-revieiverTii
yet understood why that appearance last Feb. 23 should excite
anyone. Filmore East is the
New York hall vaiere the rock
artists excite their youth-inrevolt audiences.
Hollander excited them by
performing Prokofieff, Bach,
Debussy and his own toccata,
"Up Against the Wall," on, of
II things, an electronic piano.
Why, ahouldu't , these, musical
younf people be excited?
They re not in revolt against
music and Hollander grave them
nothing they'd consider square.
As for the electronic grand- he
restrained it so well you'd hardly
know he was using one.
(Ange1-36025).
More angled playing comes
from Japan where I2 familiar
Bach pieces," (meaning, Air for
G string, Minuet in G, a largo,
etc., were recorded on the koto
and the shakuhachi accompanied
by guitars, bass fiddle and drums.
The performers on the Japanese
instruments are clearly virtuosi
but the Bach playing is conventional Bach playing after the few
minutes it takes to accustom the
timbres.
exotic
to
ear
(V ic trola- 1458).

POPILAR•
By WILLIAM D. LAFFLER
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NEW YORK (UPI)_A poll
taken recently by a magazine for
teen-agers disclosed that among
those persons its young readers
admired the most was W. C.
Fields.
This is not a startling revelaFields
however, as
tion,
dispensed the type of humor that
would appeal to the restless
youth of any generation.
He was contemptuous of any
authority other than his own and
his barbs at tradition made it
look like a pin-cushion. Ile was
not necessarily opposed to The
Establishment of his heyday but
he vas not afraid of it.
Fields almost invariably made
others the butt of his jokes so it
is not probable that his young
admirers of today know that he
ce put himself in a defensive
tion.
his happened when Fields
sh0(wm withthe Etdhgear Bergen
apsieoared
dummy
Charlie McCarthy more than a
quarter of a century ago. .At
that time Fields romance with
the bottle was a widely known
love affair and it gave McCarthy.
(Bergen) some good lines to
thrakw at old Bill. -.They may
be heard on ''W.C. Fields on
Radio with Edgar Bergen and
I liarlie NleCarthy''(Colon'his CS
g the insults taken
)800). \
In Fields from Charlie:
on weren't born. You
%cry squeezed lad Of a bar rag.
"lll stick a wick in your
mouth and 1154' %Oil for all al,
cohol Luny.-'
11111 Fields always liked to
iiistii, or rat. • lize lushes'
drinking. %%hen AleCarthY asked

THE LEDGER
Know," "I Don't Hurt AnyMore," "Willow Weep for Me,"
"Smoke Gets In Your Eyes'
and "Feel Like I %Vanua Cry."
Electronically re-recorded to
simulate stereo, this Ampex tape
is the equivalent of two LP
records. Eight-track cartridge:
"101 Strings Plus Accordion"
how he felt the morning after, (Audio Spectrum E 85158) is a
Fields replied:
Latin-flavored tape with tunes
"I would tremble or shake such as "Una Vez Mes" and "El
on arising. It was the only exer- Relicario" plus a few Parisian
cise I ever pt."
encores, among them "Pigalle"
Selected Singles-"Try a Little and "Fleur de Paris."
Kindness" by Glen Campbell
(Capitol P-2659); "Mathilda" by
Jack Jones (Kapp KS-2022): METHOD BOTHERSOME
"I'm in Your Corner" by Roy WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Hytower (Blue Rock B-4089): State Department has admitted
"You'll Never Walk Alone" i7 that Hanoi's willingness to pass
Child (Jubilee 5673); "Don t information on its U.S. war
Shut Me Out" by Under bund prisoners to pacifist groups in
Sunshine (Intrepid 75012); "ICs this country bothers U.S.
Your Thing" by Moms Mabley officials. But a spokesman said
Tuesday "we would welcome
(Mercury 72974).
Tape Deck-Reel to reel: information through whatever
"The Original Queen of Soul" channel." The spokesman was
by Dinah Washington (Wing commenting on remarks from
J 121) brings together 20 songs an attorney that Hanoi promof one of.:.the greatest woman ised to send information on U.S.
entertainers of our age. Num- prisoners of war to the New
bers include "More Than You Mobilization Committee to end
the war in Vietnam.
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Guard s•hould be activiated to
do the job."

SATURDAY
SUGGESTS SCHOOL PATROL
WASHINGTON (UPI) — National Guard units should be
used to patrol schools and
classrooms in the nation's
capital, Rep. Albert Watson, RS.C. suggested Tuesday, "Violence in District of Columbia
schools is so widespread that
teachers and students alike are
more concerned with selfpreservation than education,"
Watson said in a House speech.
"If there aren't enough patrolmen to assure school safety
then units of the National

Brightener
NEW YORK (UPI) — Do you
see shady spots before your
eyes?
If so, brighten them with a
multi-colored show of tuberous
begonias in individual red clay
pots from five to 10 inches in
diameter. They can be put out
any time after danger of frost is
past.

Vote For

.• LENNIS C. HALE
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR

Magistrate, 3rd District
A GRAVE ISSUE WITH HIM --Ohio State University student Frank Fioritto borrowed a coffin in Columbus to lend a little "color" to the decor of his campus dormitory room. He
settle into it every night at 8 and stays there with a Bible clasped on his chest until 11.

General Election, Nov 4, 1969

Your Vote and Influence Will be Deeply Appreciated

STARTING MONDAY, NOVEMBER 3RD

FALL WOOL CLEARANCE

No exceptions, our entire stock of Fall and Winter Woolens must be cleared! We must make room
for new Spring and Holiday Fabrics now in transit! Don't miss this sensational Wool Sale! Our entire stock now at a mere fraction of original Mill Cost! Choose from Bonded Wooles and Acrylics,
All Wool Coatings and Skirtings. Every yard First Quality, full bolts, 54- to 60- wide!

•* *
.OUR ENTIRE STOCK NOW AT ONE LOW PRICE!!

Bonded All Wool Plaids and Checks
Bonded All Wool Flannels
Bonded Acrylic Plaids and Solids
Bonded Orlon Knits
Imported Wool Coatings and Suitings
Imported Tweed Suitings
All Wool Hopsack
Bonded Orlon Jersey
Bonded Italian Serrano
And Many, Many.Others

.„
Be there when the door opens Monday, 9:00 ,40•400,000*•
a.m., for the Wool Buy of the Season! Come
early for best selection! Never before and may•
be never again such sensational wool values!!

REVVAit

#01/51
204 W. Washington, Paris, Tenn.
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INTRODUCE BILL

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

WASHINGTON (UPI)— California's two senators, Democrat
Alan Cranston and Republican
George Murphy, have joingd in
introducing a bill which would
create seven marine sanctuaries along the California coast.
Cranston said the legislation
would not affect present oil
leases in the Santa I3arbara
Channel, scene of oil pollution
earlier this year, but it would
prohibit additional oil leases in
that area.

ACROSS
1 Strike
5 Former
Russian
ruler

9 Vapid
10 More ancient
12-Vises
13 Crown
15 SUCCOr
16-Snare
18-Rwer in
Scotland

19-Lamprey
20.Manebvir
21•Stop of
leather
22 Weight (abbr )
23 Want
24.Taut
25-Studies
26 Meadows
27-Fragment
29 Twisted
30 Pronoun
32-Unit of
Chinese
curnency
33-Accomplishment
34 Click beetle
35.Hummingbird
36 Provide
toocl
37 Dines
38-Come
bac k
40 Kite
42 Famed
43 Remains
at ease
44 Soaks
45-Loption

Former serviceman can complete high school under the
Bill and still go on to college
or a trade school as a fulltime student, according to the
Veterans Administration.

THE
ONLY
WAY
That
VOTE
AGAINST
GOV.
"NH

to
110TE
For
is

GUY
LOINS
for
STATE
REPRESENTATIVE

IN THE
GENERAL
ELECTION
Next
TUESDAY
NOV. 4
g

Paid For By
Violet Johnson
Treasurer,
Democratic Party

4 Pounding
instruments
5 At present
6 Stud
7 Girl's
name
8 Blushes
9 Rain and
hail
11 Walks
unsteadily
12 Masticate
14 Apportion
17 Stall
20-Acid
settlement
21 -Whip
23 Christmas
carol
24 Temporary
shelter
25 Inventor
26-Chiefs
27 Heavenly
body

An5ove, to
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Yesterday s Puzzle
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NAJam aumu
36 Part
of

28 Asylum
29 Insect
30 Specks
31 Formerly
33 Wards
oH
34 Italian
poet

37 Direction
39 Southwestern
Indian
41 Hawaiian
wreath

DOWN
Mrs. Owen Temple sits with her husband
and daughters Cindy. 15, and (right) Debbie. 17. at home in
Fontana. Calif., after withdrawing the daughters from
Fontana High School rather than expose them to a combination of "pills, violence, sex problems, race riots and
noneduca tion
." She said she would educate
them at home
rather than ''fear for their safety and welfare.SCHOOL'S OUT

..Bog
down
2-lantern
3• High
mountain

Diatr

by United

Feature

Syndicate Inc

Tired of Your Own Cooking?
BABYSITTER —If you think you've got babysitter problems, consider this Montagnard

You
CAN
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tribesman on his way to guard diity at Tieu-Atar, South Vietnam. Tieu-Atar is the site of
a refugee camp and U.S. Special Forces Green Bereti post.

SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street
staged elegantly
by Peter
Glenville, is finer Hqvi, can one criticize a play
Broadway.
in this manner, yet hope that
those whojove the theater will
go to see it? But that's how it is
as a whole. the scene is anBy JACK GAVER
here.
extravagant presentation of
UN-Drama-Editor -ball given annually in
NEW YORK (1.3P1)—In the "drag
Vienna by a transvestite baron,
Peanuts®
ease of "A Patriot for Me," at
played with
such delightful
the Imperial Theater, someone relish by the prestigious Denni,
goofed. And that 60111e0ae has King.- Scenic designer
Oliver
to be the author, Britain's cele- Smith and coatume designer
brated John Osborne. It's most Freddy Wittop outdo themselves
distressing; the play could have here.
been ...
This scene raises a question.
Well, it simply isn't what Involved are some very imporit should have been; what I had tant official people who are part
hoped it would be—an en.the honsosesetal. world. an
WE is 15y no meats the,too
adventure.
important. Why, then, his easv
I read this play shortly after submission to blackmail based
its original and officially restrict- on revelation of his peculiarity?
ed London presentation in 1965.
One suspects that he simply
The male homosexual content, wanted easy money and would
which was a bit of a startler four have sold out his country in any
N ears ago but not now, not in event.
Nancy
New York, bothered the British
The huge cast of this elaborcensor, British stage censorship ate David Merrick production,
-ince has been abolished:
Reading the play. it required
WOW--- I GOT
little expertise to realize how
theatrically effective it could be.
A BIG. ONE
but that this would call for
considerable rewriting, tightening and plot-sharpening.
Unhappily,. Osborne has not
seen fit to make these repairs.
,‘ brief change in the ending,
apparently designed to try to
NEW YORK (UPI)—The
give the play meaning for today. precipitous rise of the market
is ineffective. -The original end- during these last few weeks
ing, cynical. if not dragiatic, was indicates that "some retracebetter. flon't expect the fine ment is now in order,"
writing that is in, Osborne's Diamond, Turk & Co. says. The
"Luther."
The dialage is firm recommends making some
commitments at present levels
pedestrian.
"A Patriot for Me" is based but cautions investors to be
on an actual person and his highly selective, as "the
activities. He is Alfred Redl. pres.sures of tight money and
Abbas 'DI Slab I r-Al
low-born but ambitious soldier Vietnam on the economy are
in the army of the Austro- still very much with us."
Hungarian Empire of a few pre.
--While
acknowledging
'.\odd War I decades. He rises
that
to the rank of colonel, to the "Inflation and inflationary psyimportant position of counter- chology are by now too deeply
intelfigence chief; a powerful and Imbedded in investment and
spending decisions to just fade
feared man.
And he is a hedonistic horn°, away," Loeb, Rhoades & Co.
-exual, whose extravagances on says it cannot agree with those
lus own behalf and to ,support who believe that inflation will
unchecked,
basing
his numerous VOUth EIJI male ontinue
..a
rion•
losers, call for more money than their case mainly on political
lie earns. RusSian intelligence considerations. The Federal
discovers his weakness; black- Reserve's policies are not 010
mails him into revealing Austrian predominantly politically motimilitary secrets for money. vated, and the administration is
Eventually, he is found out, in not exclusively occupied with
I 913, and takes the officer-and- vote getting, the firm says.
a-gentleman way out by commit- Furthermore, cross-currents in
the political situation make the
ting suicide.
A weaktiess of Osborne's play assumption that inflation vrW
is that he doesn't make any of be allowed to continue no more
Lir Abner
this seem vital; that he doesn't likely than its opposite, the
make you believe that Redl's firm says.
-- —
defection was responsible for
Argue Research Corp. warns
Austria's ,defeat in World War 1,
that big perfidy actually relates Investors that a pull-out from
the uneasy European situation Vietnam will not bring any
prompt relief from inflation Or
of today.
disinflation policies. The key to
Despite a persuasive perforni- a relaxation of monetary policy
allee
by
the
admirable will be the unemployment
‘laxitoiliati Schell, Rein is a figures, the firm adds. "Procipher. You don't like I' or ceed with some caution until
hate him. Ile Simply iteeltni the ,economic news is 'bad'
ineffectual: That doesn't woke enough to' suggest a definite
I. r giuul theater. His affairs, easing of the money squeeze,"
there are even
a couple of the firm advises.
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HE'S THE ONE I
CAUGHT AND
THREW BACK LAST
YEAR WHEN HE
WAS TOO SMALL

I NEVER
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by R. Van Buren
I ST/LL CANT FIGURE OUT
-WHY POP SUDDENLY TELLS L.)
TO GO HOME WHILE HE im:)RKS
OUT A BIG DEAL IN THE CITY:
POP WAS NEVER ONE FOR.
BuSINESS PROPOSITIONS.
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ually large
ed garage
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west, amp
tween Min
nice piano
wants sin
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proximate!
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cellent de
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barn and
wire fence
for details
02 ACRE:
blacktop
cad with
woven lei
water. 70
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14 acre c
Dark Fire
t125 acre
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FULTON
and Maple
733-7333,
Young, 71
mon, 438-+
753.11134.

e !micros/A iial f_orav
—
much less than seusaiumal.
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The VA estimates that some
The "big scetn.• of, the play
opens the seconal :Ict. It 1,1itiosi 50,000 then now in service are
attending school this fall under
rayettVe hearty:al%
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HILF WANTIO

FOR SALE

FRAME your sentimental pie CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
tures and valuables for safe 5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
keeping and wall groupings. 200 female. Apply in person to Dare
beautiful framed to choose from. Castle, Chestnut Street. No
TFC
3-7 day service. Also original phone calls please.
gilts. The Gallery, Mayfield WANTED: Lady, experienced in
N-1-NC salad department. 8:00 a. m, to
Road.
LOFTY pile, free from soil is 4:00 p. m. shift. Full time work.
the carpet cleaned with Blue Must be neat, efficient and deLustre. Ran electric shampooer pendable. No phone calls. Apply Colonial House Smorgas$1. Big K.
N-6-C
bord.

#10•RelitRN/
MOW WE

!mum

SATURDAY'

011

NOVEMBER 1, 1969

Black Death,
White Plague

Microbes have caused havoc
In man's past. Will they destroy'
LAM
HELP WANTED
REAL IISTATS FOR SALE
NeLP WANTS0
his future?
ROMS
A wild new novel, The AndroREAL NICE BRICK veneer
meda Strain, is a story about:
ham with 5 acres of good land.
microbes that migrate to earth
Home has there bedrooms, livaboard our spaceships coming
ing room, den, kitchen, 1%
WANTED:
Waitress.
Apply
in
'stern
AIR-CONDITIONER for 1957 or
back from the moon. Topical.
baths, fireplace, carport and
person at Maple Leaf Restaur'58 Plymouth. Call 438-5331.
Before buying color TV. Total automatic color. We can
The microbes threaten to denice lawn. Located five miles
N-4-C ant.
stroy all life on earth. The symtop all prices. We can top all warranties.
from Murray.
ptoms of the disease they spreSUPER stuff, sure nuf! That's
Only Curtis-Mathes offers the pro-rate picture tube warad are chilling, The symptoms
SEE THIS beautiful 3-bedroom
NOTICE
Blue Lustre for cleaning carranty. Only TV Service Center gives 18 months of free
are similar to those that actuaon Keeneland Drive. It has just
pets. Rant electric shampooer
home service.
about everything including a
lly occurred during the Black
$1. Western Auto Store. "Home
transferable loan. Board fence
Death, During the Middle Ages,
of the Wishing Well". N-1-C
Expert Repel,- Man on Color
In back and central heat and
millions died in hideous ways,
HAY-Red Top, Timothy, Red
air.
mostly from hemorraghing lungs.
Clover. Call 753-2987.
N-1-C
4-BEDROOM frame on Main
The Black Death was caused
Street. This one is nice and
by microbes harbored in the "/
DUO-THERM oil heater. Phone
priced to sell. Lot she, 70' a
stomachs of fleas that infested
733-5757.
N-1-C
Home of Beautiful Cures-Mathes TV and Stereos
380', you can move in at date
Made Fresh Daily
rats.
312 North 4th
Phone 753 5865
of deed
JUST RECEIVED: New shipIN SACKS OR BULK
Other microbes, including the
Salary unlimited Answer in writing, giving qualiment carpet. Heavy cut pile,
TB germ have inflicted enorLARGE BEAUTIFUL BRICK
$3.95 sq. yd.; Heavy shag, $3.95
mous suffering on man for can
fications and some information about yourself. Inveneer on two acres of land,
sq. yd.; Indoor-outdoor, $3.95
turies.
At the turn of the twen1% miles from Murray. House
MEAT MARKET
se. yd.; Commercial type rubAUTOS POE SALE
clude age and telephone number.
tieth, the death toll from TB
FOR RENT
has three bedrooms, formal dinber beck, $3.95 sq. yd.; Heavy
109 North 5th
was so high that the disease
ing room, large living room 1964 TBIRD, good condition. VALARAH LEE Apartments, polyester fiber, jute
back, $3.95
tic
was called the White Plague.
with fireplace, central hest and Call 438-5331.
144-C Murrain newest, South 18th. sq. yd.; nuvent 501 (meets or
The ravages of the Black Deer
air
conditioner. Beautifully
P.O. Box 131
exceeds FHA) $3.95 sq. yd.,
Stoeet,
th have subsided. And the White
1988
RAMBLER
American.
Stan- room, unfurnished, two-bed- While
landscaped lawn, double garit lasts. Cash and Carry.
carpet, air-conditioned,
dard shift. Two door hardtop.
Plague no longer takes such a
age. This is a beauty.
electric heat, refrigerator, stove, Paschall's Discount House, Ha- ASKS FLIGHT PERMISSION
toll. But the TB germ is still
N-3-C garbage
NICE BRICK HOME in Kirksey. Phone 753-8880.
Murray, Kentucky
disposal, dishwasher. zel, Ky. 492-9733.
N-1-P
Infecting people. Once the germ
This borne has four oedrooms.
$150.00 per month, plus utiliWASHINGTON (UPI) -Over is detected, however, it can be .
dining room, living room, cen- 1981 FORD two-ton truck, V-fl, ties. Mature adults only. No
controlled by drugs.
tral heat, full basement, three two-speed axle, steel flat bed pets. Shown by appointmeat on- CASH AND CARRY. Remnants, seas National Airways
The imaginary story of the ra
hall runners, bath room pieces, asked for government perm
acres of land and a good 30:50 with hoist. Good truck, $750.00. ly. Phone 753-4974.
N-1-C
some indoor-outdoor with hi- sion to operate tour chart strange microbes from outer spshop building. A good location Phone 489-3811 or 7534418.
N-3-C
ace has an upbeat ending. The.
density rubber back, some jute flights to Expo '70 in J
REAL ESTATE POE SALE and nice home for the right
REAL ESTATE POR SALE
microbe suddenly transforms itperson. Been reduced for a 1969 GTO four-speed, mag LARGE MODERN house at 104 back, shags, commercial type next summer. The supplem
North 12th. Aeailoble immed- and others. Values to $8.95 sq. tal airline told the Ci
3-BEDROOM unfiuned home ONE OF THE finest homes in quick sale.
self into an undeiined benign
wheels, 10,000 miles, $2500-00.
iately. Phone 7534102 days or yd. Our price $1.99 and $2.99 Aeronautics
with Iota of potential, Approxi- the Murray area. A 4-bedroom
Board
Tuesda presence. It is last seen floatPhone 489-3811 or 7534418.
753-5341 after 5:00 p. m. N-3-C sq. yd. While it lasts. Paschall that demands for travel to th ing harmlessly over Hollywood. t
mately 1700 sq. ft. living space brick, 1% story Colonial on a ELEGANT STONE HOME on
N-3-C
beautiful
2%
garage,
acre lot. This out two acres of land. Has full basesituated on
plus two-car
Discount House, Hazel, Ken- Osaka exhibition would be
Sometimes man triumphs over •
a beautiful wooded 1.15 acre lot. standing home has all the feat- ment, two fire places, central 1909 GRAND PRIX model J, SMALL FURNISHED Nwtzmnst tucky. Phone 492-9733.
N-1-P great for scheduled airlines
microbes. But they can threaten
for
tingle
mom Availahk imCan be bought for less than re- ures you would want. Very heat and air, large living area all power, 8,000 miles, $2875.00.
handle, The line asked fo
d his future as they
resent
his
mediately. Phone 7534508.
'64 CORVAIR, clean. Model 80
placanent cost and very small tastefully decorated and well This place has a beautiful view. Phone 489-3811 or 7534418.
permission to run the Sigh hhaisve
past,
Multigraph
Duplicator,
like
new.
planned.
144-C
Can
be
bought
payment
a
for
qualified
Located near Ken Lake Hotel
by
clown
N-3-C
For more information about
Master addresser, ideal for from March until September,
Inuoh less than its replacement on 94 Hwy.
buyer.
the story of a particular microTWO-BEDR
OOM
tail mailing lists. ,Phone 753 1970.
furnished a1955 NOMAD station wagon,
lions)
DELUXE 3-bedroom home in value.
be, the TB germ, contact your
tit
N-2-NC
SEE THIS THREE BEDROOM 283 etraight abift. Red, new partment. Cell 753-1569. N-CC 776D.
Benton. Large living room, Ism_
UNIQUELY 7.TV.1
3-bedroosix brick veneer in Kingswood. wide oval tires and Keystone
tuberculosis and respiratory disroom, dining zoom, matt
17.5 CUBIC FT. used Frigidaire Expensive canal
brick with formal dining room, Large den and kitchen combiata- maga. 1800.00. Phone
ease association.
489-3811 PASTURE and ham for horse, chest-type
with built-ins and dining area, 2 bath reams,
to
freezer. One used exbeautiful kitchen tion, living room._ two baths, or 753-0418.
HELSINKI, Finland (UN)
close
in. Call 733-1970.
i utility room, outside storage.
!LN4
-C
LTC
tra
nice
Hotpoint
cabinets,
garage.
double
LocatC
refrigerator.
The
Saimaa
Canal,
Mat
IW
by
specentral heat and air, fine carHas carpets, central vacuum
One used riding lawn mower. cial agreement between the go1963 VOLKSWAGEN. Front end
city school district. pet throughout, nice
1.
s'stn, airoonditioning and ed in the
rolling
.1
o
See us for detaile and make a lawn. Another house that has wrecked. Has over-Mailed 40 HP
N-1-C vernments of Finland and the
Lance Rentzel led the Dallas, Phone days 753-8391.
are
ceiling heat. Financing readily
Embezzlement Bonanza
bid
excellent
on
engine.
this
buy.
Good
clutch
and
transCowbo
in
pass
receiving
in
Soviet
Union,
will
cost Finland
'
been reduced. This man is ready
available.
PORTABLE metal pump house
QUALITY constructed 3-bedmiasion. David Sellers, 411 So. 1968,
NEW YORK-Sticky-fingered -4
hing 54 passes for Ideal for trailers, $37.50.
--a
&BEDROOM home recently
to sell, give us a bid
Phone next year 20 times more than employees are costing Amer8th St.
room frame in Keeneiand Sub- MAKE
DV TELL
14-44
1,009
and six touchdowns. 489-3811 or 753-9418.
it
is
expected
to
US A BID on this four
completed. Has carpeting, cenearn.
N-3-C
division. Very spacious fenely
N THAT
tral beat and Mr, 1% ceramic
bedroom fully carpeted home on
The state budget for 1970 eon businesses an estimated a;
room and kitchen with all apT NEED
Johnson Blvd. Surrounded by
bathe large utility room, kitch- pliances.
estimates the total canal cost SI,8 billion a year or 55 million
Carpeted throughout,
NOTICE
NOTICE
1968 HONDA 350. Completely at
nice homes. Kitchen, den, foren buileins, sliding glass doors 1% baths.
about $3 million, while the a day in embezzlement losses,
'MORE'
This house is one
re-conditioned, $450.00. Phone
double garage,
back yart lociated in city year
room,
dining
mal
revenue
is expected to be about according to the Insurance In:
old and has been kept like
489-3811 or 7534418.
N-3-C
formation Institute.
large utility room and paved
district
$160,000.
new. Owner has moved from driveway.
HOME with alumi- Murray. Immediate
TWO
SMALL
air
compressors,
possession.
aiding. Exceilent location Priced aight-make
NICE TWO BEDROOM BRICK
$60.00 eaeh. Phone 489-3811 or
us a bid.
acaneone attending univer- A WELL designed
veneer on South 7th New car7534418.
N-3-C
exterior
and
a
Within walking distance to
pet, has carport, utility room,
interior
3-bednoom
brick
with
a
1958 CHEVROLET, 396 motor,
tary and high schools- 2 large
large
room.
living
This
is
place
baths. Fireplace in the
i
•
contact . . .
a
leased for one year at $125.00
EN living room, kitchen with family room, built-in
• 375 horsepower. Jardine headappliances
• ers, Shafer clutch pressure
nine area, pantry, hole util- in kitchen, double
month. Real good invest
per
•
garage plus
plates, Super Sun-pak, Munice
ity or storage area, spacious storage area.
Blacktop driveway. ment, price $14,500.00.
4
four-speed torque shifter. Call
back yard.
•
Located
in
city
school
district
THREE BEDROOM • FRAME 1
4
after 4:00 p. m., 492-8896.
8-BEDROOM HOME with asbes- Price greatly
reduced. Posses- near University valth garage, all
tos shingles. One of the better ajon
N-3-C
deed.
new carpet. This place is priced
4
kept homed in Hasa. Separate
1
New
Location
101
Main
•
Street
dining room, enclosed back 3-BEDROOM frame in very good for quick sale. Give us a call
•
deep
freeze,
Phone 753-9111
nlc • CHEST-TYPE
41
porch, enclosed garage with condition. Carpets and drapes, to see.
Portable welder, 250
• $65.00.
TWO
BEDROOM
BRICK
veneer
workshop, corner lot. Bargain fireplace, central air-condition•••••..... •••••••••••••% AMP, $321.00. Phone 753-8508.
on North 17th Street. Real nice,
priced, only $9,000.
ing. Also a real nice 20' 1 60'
N-4-C
4
3-BEDROOM BRICK with 5 building with a garage, central- drapes and air conditioner goes
4
SERVICES OFFERED
acres. Has lots of closets, slid- ly heated. Ideal for almost my with house. Pretty lawn. Is in
SERVICES OFFERED
SPINET PIANO. Famous make,
ing glass doors to patio, unus- kind of home workshop. Let us Robertson School District.
concert quality. Local party
PROFESSIONAL
nudistFOUR
BEDROOM BRICK veneer
ually large utility room, enclos- show you this place and make
WILL DO leaf mulching, same with good credit can save over
iii
painting.
Brush,
roll.
gesy.
4
ed garage. Make us an offer us an otter. Owner has moved on South 7th Street. This house
rate as yard mowing. Call 753- $200.00 and finance entire reV
has a full finished basement References. Free 'Waste 6828
on this one.
N-3-C raaining balance To
from Murray and is very anxinspect
Nov.-2
9.0
4
with fire place. Just the nicest Phone 753-3488.
3-BEDROOM BRICK vrtth 13% ious to sell.
WILL
KEEP
children
in
my without obligation, write Home
recreation
room you could FLOORS
mess. Located on Hwy. 12.1 JUST OUTSIDE the city limits,
CLEANED, waned, home during the day. Telephone Office, Joplin Piano C., Joplin,
west, a,proximately halfway be- a finished full basement with want. Worlds of closets, some buffed,
home or office.By day 753-2923.
at
N4-P
114C Mo.
tween Murray and Mayfield. A 3 bedrooms, bah room, and a carpet and some hardwood. The week
or month. Window clean.a
nice piece for someooe who carport. Alao, a 3-car garage price of this house is unbelieving,
Call
7534809.
TIC
ft
wants small acreage to raise perfect for an auto repair or able.
at
EAST Y MANOR One of the it
horses or a few head of cattle. clean up shop.
•a a
50 ACRES OF LAND with ap- A 2-BEDROOM house and 1 acre nicest three bedroom homes we
Vineyard capital
proximately 3,000 ft. blacktop on a blacktop road located a- have seen. Double garage, basefrontage. West of Murray. Ex- bout 2 miles from Murray. Car- ment with finished recreation
IN DAMASCUS, Yassir Arafat, Al Fatah Iguerrilla) leader,
ST. HELENA, Calif. (UPI).cellent development property peted, air-conditioned, and at- room, two baths, fireplace, lovegestures as he tells reporters that Syrian and Egyptian
Call .
This community is considered
ts3
ly large wooded lot. You must
or cattle farm. Has large metal tached garage. Just $9,000.
leaders have "agreed the crisis should be solved in a way
the vineyard capital of California
barn and feed house, woven
see this home.
that would guarantee for Lebanon its security and for
with 14 wineries within the city
wire fences, no house. Call us 6-BOOM frame floosie and 5 BELMONT DRIVE Three bedPalestine guerrillas complete freedom to confront their
limits and 26 'more within a
for details.
acres. 3 bedrooms, friepiace room brick, central heat and
753-3911
enemy, which is Israel."
(Rodiophoto)
radius of six miles.
'EM, - J
92 ACRES ROLLING land on electric heat, air-conditioned. On
as13, went_
blacktop road, completely fen- blacktop road about 1 mile from air, two baths, modern and well
! FINDS
ced with creosoted posts and New Concord.
located. Family room, all carT wreck
4
110V11111 wire. Good supply of 190 ACRE farm near New Con- pet, two car garage Has every.
;
4
LONGER29 acre corn base makes cord. Well fenced, new pump thing.
HE 7A13 '1•
this a good farm for row-crops, and well. Excellent cattle farm. BEAUTIFUL TRI-LEVEL on
' r WORK
calle or hogs. Entire farm sow- Located adjacent to a lake de- Poplar._ Lots of storage space,
OFFal
Free Estimates
ed down in permanent pasture.
garage, central heat, two baths
contact:
108 ACRES on blacktop road. COMMERCIAL building, 40' a and beautifully decorated by a
Approximately one-half bottom 80', and lot. Excellent location professional. You have to see
land and one-half hillside. Has in the Five Points area. Near tc appreciate this home.
14 acre corn base and 1 acre MSU campus. Contact us for de- GORGEOUS HOME ON HermitDark Fired Tobacco base. Price
age. 2% baths, three bedrooms,
$125 acre .
WE HAVE litany extra good family room plus large rumpus
INCOME PROPERTY in Hazel buys in houses as well as wood- room, centfal heat and air, unA 30' x 38' combination brick ed lots. Financing aviaLable for usual interior and exterior.
Between 8:00 earn.
and concrete block building on qualified buyers. Come by our SUNSET DRIVE. One of the
and 5:00 p.W
2 acres of land, 2 blocks east office at 502 Maple Street or best buys we have seen. Three
)17c
of US 841. Price only $8,000 If call us at any time to
bedrooms, family room, 14
soldill=tety.
•
details. This Ls an excellent t
-oaths, draperies included. Call
RES
LOTS. We have to buy. We appreciate your
to see this bargain.
ra elie
vselection of choice lots imam.
in
y, Hazel, Fairview Ac- TUCKER REALTY &
GATESBOROUGH. TWO lovely
CO
taeon Acres, Lynwood Co.. 502 Maple Street, Murray,
s. Three bedrooms, cen- FOR YOUR home remodeling,
Estates, Westwood, Hingswood Kentucky, Phone
and air, carpet and additions and repairs. Free esti753-4342; tral
motet. Call 75341211.
and Panora Shores.
TIC
Home phones: Donald R. Tuck- all mod rn
;
TO Buy-,,,.us. TO MI.- er, 753-3020; Bobby G. Grogan, WE HAVE numerous lake cotnew helms.
WILL
CONTRACT
.11
list with me
753-4978; W. Paul Dainty, Jr., tages, lake lots, farms, lots of General repair wort mad addi.
aa
?TILTON YOUNG REALTY,
753-8701
every type.
Ricca. Phone 753-3386. Nov. 18C
and Maple Streets. Office photie,
H-N-3-C WE NEEW NEW listings. Call
la
753-7333. Home phones: Fulton
us for an appraisal of your pra- MEAT TYPIST desires work
Young. 753-4048; K B. Patterperty. No cost to you until we to be done at home. Will do corLOST & POUND
'on, 4854007; Ismael Stifling',
sell. We appreciate your con- respondence, billing, addres753-15S4.
sing, and reports. Fast service!
LOST: Shakeapear hunting bow, fidence.
1141-1-C lost in LBL Saturday. If found
All you doctors, lawyers, hour
call 753-2900.
N-1-P FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate ance agents, and businessmen
NOTICE
needs come by or call GUY who are months behind in your
WANTED TO BUY
THANKS to MI our customers
SPANN REAL ESTATK AG- reports and correspondence give
who purchased our fruit the WANTED: Oct 7, Ledger & ENCY a: 518 West Main Na- me a call. All work kept conPast season. We hope to serve Times. Please bring to the Led- tional Hotel Building. Business fidential! Call after 5:00 p.
em again in the aiming year. ger & Times office.
TEN Phone 733-7724. Rome Phone: Telephone 753-7570.
Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise SAW FILING, sensors and pinkAgain thanks. dear Creek
Fartns, Barbara Mr. Brown) WANTED: 123 channel tram- Raker, 753-M09; Onyx Ray, 751
ing shears sharpened. Small apsistor CB mobile radio. Phone 8919; Gary Young 7334109
Tucker, Orcherd Hansom
pliance service. 512 R. South
753-1437.
ITT
• N-3-C 12th. 753-8067.
N-1-C

MAHER WANTED

SHOP AND COMPARE

FOR LOCAL STORE

Need Manager at once with
grocery background.

GOOD COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE

I

TV SERVICE CENTER

SHROAT'S

A

Schulz

1...............................•.............•

•
,
••• FOR ALL OF YOUR BUILDINfi NEEDS :
i

miller

Buren

eva
•V5

CARL R. HOWARD CONSTRUCTION

Trees and Shrubs
Trimmed or
Removed

Black Top
Paving

Kelley's Pest
Control

No Jobs Too
Small (Sr Large
To Be
Appreciated

OPPORTUNITY

A. 1. FARLEY

Phone 753-5502

Capp

Trc

RIGHT IN THE
PALM OF
YOUR
HAND
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Short Shots from the
Land Between The Lakes

Rabbit Population
Higher In Summer
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Frankfort, Ky. - U sununer
tibservations may be taken as
criteria then there will be
Fall color has reached its
lmore rabbits available when the
IS
The Lake Barkley Campers
bunting season opens on Novem- peak along The Trace and many lub of Princeton, Kentucky, an
,....:.:.;...:.:.:.nenneie:K::::iiiiiiiigiiiiiii:491reas *-:•'"":' "':'
ber 20. Checks made by farmers, of the back-country drives in iffliate of the National Campleaz
CIA •
ent of Fish and Wildlife Land Between the Lakes. The )ers and Hikers Association, sPFrankfort, Ky.,- The Departearl Z. Kentucky's wildlife will have a moratorium of its own, with esources field men andby about bright reds of the black guns onsored a weekend camp-out Ocmeat
of Fish and Wildlife Retheir
at
are
that
fiery best, and the ber 24-26 in cooperation with
Prot Le exception of deer, geese and raccoon, during the first 19 VO0 mail carriers indicate
sources, through years of carethat days of November. During this period, in an effort to keep law ere were, during the late reds and golds of the sumac, several western Kentucky campgtolators out of the field, there will be no legal hunting for any ummer months, more rabbits dogwoods, hickories, and maples ,ing clubs at Piney Campground &I planning and stocking, has
created an excellent herd of veiled:1er species except those listed above and those listed may be an had been observed in past add to the colorful display. scar- in the southern portion of Land
iet oaks are also starting to don Between the Lakes. Apprcatima- tetail deer which now may be
&Jilted only during the designated days and hours of the thy as years. U they make it to
of the season, then this their brilliant red coats. One of tely 40 families attended the 3- found in every county of the
;outlined in regulations.
.
ItVin
be
should
one of the better rabbit the most scenic drives in the day camp-out. Piney, located on commonwealth, and the number
groundhogs,
F • In other words, a person may not hunt crowd or
increasing
is
yearly.
However, for area is along The Trace (Ken- the Kentucky Lake shoreline tarplot i couple of unprotected species, during this moratorium. Ace- hunting Years.
By nature deer are alert and
me reason, earlier indicatinns tucky 453 and Tennessee 49) ee miles north of U. S. Highway
Bill erding to regulations he may take deer, in areas designated, by
are
careful !lot to be seen by
that
populations
not
have
runs
for
f
rabbit
over
gun
November
from
40
12 through 16, and he may take geese after
miles 79, is the first year-round famor
ten fee opening date of November 3 and on through the closed period. en 100 percent correct in M. through the heart of Land Bet- fly campground in Land Between man and that accounts for the
Vet kaccoon may be taken during a shakeout season which ends at dieating the available supply cliff- ween the Lakes. The Fort Hen- the Lakes. In addition to family fact that even though there is The ninth week of the Kengucky lag Green, 8/15, tie, 0 lb.
giidnight on November 19. During this shakeout season raccoons lag the hunting season. Thereas- ry-Blue Spring Road in the soil- campers, camping clubs are ie. an ample supply many people Lake Fishing Derby indicates 5-1/2 oz. (2) Walter Carter,
for this is not imown but them portion of the area and vited to make reservations for up have never seen a deer in the that e xcellent catc hes of crappie North Ville, Michigan, 8/17,
slay be taken by dogs only. Guns or other devices may not be used
U., 0 lb. 5-1/2 oz.
scarcity of food and cover may the Silver Trail and Mulberry tn 70 nites from now until March wild. Other than having the abili- and bass are being taken.
mew lo harvest this animal until November 20,
osve
tver
alio
mrossteas
sileen
oftls
y mall Another seven pounds, five
Tourist Divisioa "A" Weekly
Flat Roads in the Conservation
' To be sure, farmers whose crops or property is being destroyed have been a big factor.
15, when the campground will re- thyaving
t° ma
ounce bass was caught this Winners
The bluegrass section, which Education Center are other tile sume operation
by animals or birds may harvest the offending animal or bird, but
on a first-come- and hearing, they sport a cam- week.
Kentucky Lake has proBlack bass, Robert Ray,
Such dead animal or bird may not be utilized. The best method several Years ago was a hotbed ck-top drives that offer scenic first-serve basis. All campsites
ouftaged coat that blends in the vided more seven pound bass Louisville, 10/16, $25 weekly
In follow where animals or birds are causing damage is to call for rabbit production, may be vistas, In addition there are marl/ in Piney have electrical
outlets,
natural surroundings.
entries in the derby this year winner, 7 lbs. 5 oz. (2) H. W.
tbe conservation officer and obtain his appraical of the situation, back to normal this year. In. miles of gravel roads that wind and a heated central
service
November 12 is the beginning then ever before.
' The no bunting tan was invoked by the Department of Fish and dicetinns are that one of the their way through the heavily building provides shower
Addams, Louisville, 10/16, $5
and thy of the five-day gun seaton We have
a new first place weekly winner, tie, 5 lbs. 12 oz.
Wildlife Resources in an effort to head off the game law violators sharpest increases in young ra- wooded area,
rest room facilities.
in
98 of the state's 120 counties. leader in the "A" Division (3) Darrell Renner, Nobleswho, posing as crow or groundhog hunters, often harvest quail bbits occurs in this central KenIn 95 of those counties only deer
Thirty - one deer were checkand rabbits especially before the legal season opens, Without tucky area.
The quail and rabbit seasons with visible antlers or antler white bass class. Lloyd Tin- ville, India.na, 10/17, $5 weekly
Biologists have said that whet. ed in during the opening week in both„
In ban on hunting a conservation officer is at the mercy of the
the Kentucky and Tenn may be taken, while in three- ker of Afton, Missouri caught winner, tie, 5 lbs. 12 oz.
a three pound, 0 ounce white
Crappie, William E. Peristy,
giolator who claims to be hunting crows or groundhogs unless re there is food and cover suit- of the bow hunting season for essee portions of Land
Between Edmonson, Barren and Hartbass.
Toledo, Ohio, 10/17, $25 weekgame is actually found on the hunter or unless he is caught in ;able for rabbits the cottontail deer and wild turkey in Land the Lakes will open on
Novem- either sex deer may be taken.
Paul Griffith of Princeton, ly winner, 1 lb. 12-112 oz.
' e act of shooting at such game. By closing down the season, populations will continue about Between the Lakes, The first ber 24 and run through
January And of course all hunters know
Kentucky is in the third place (2) C. D. Smith, Carmi, Illinlo to speak, a person is in violation of the law if he is caught static regardless of hunting pre- iortion of the split season op• 31. Daily limits in the
Tennessthat he must have a deer huntssize. Apparently, food and ened October 18 and will run ee
the field with a gun and is not hunting geese or deer.
portion of the area are 8 trig permit in addition to a valid of the "A" Division pile Class ois, 10/18, $10 weekly winner,
'This is another instance of where the true sportsman must cover were plentiful in the blue. through November 8; the seconft quail and 5 rabbits,
and in the hunting license and that he may with a one pound, fifteen and 1 lb. 11 oz.
be punished for the violations of the poacher. Many hunters enjoy grass section during the past alf of the season will be held
one-fourth ounce sauger.
White bass, Lloyd Tinker, Alportion, 10 quail and 6 take but one deer a year,
ecember 2,0-31. White-tailed or
bunting
unting crows and groundhogs throughout the year and would summer.
All crappie entries have been ton, Missouri, 10/18,$25 weekrabbits. The bird and rabbit dog
An estimated 27,000 persons
The rabbit is the second most llow deer of either sex rnay
Dot violate the law while so doing by taking or molesting other
field trial area that runs from will take to the woods this year, over one pound. Crappie are ly winner, 3 lbs. 0 oz. (2)
species of wildlife. But because of the law violator, he must hunted animal In Kentucky, rank- e taken during the bow season. the Panther Creek-Dry Fork
Cre. each bent on,earvesting a deer. still being taken over drop- Jaime W. Dixon, Deerfield,
jpe penalized by not being allowed to engage in his favorite sport lag just back of the squirrel. Several deer with trophy racks
area of Kentucky Lake across Many of these hunters will go offs and stump beds at 12- Illinois, 10/16, $10 weekly winIt is relatively easy to harvest, have been taken, including a 184daring this brief period.
ner, 1 lb. 1-1/2 oz.
Land Between the Lakes to the into the woods unprepared and 14 feet.
. The big push in hunting comes in November, when the rabbit, although a fast running cotton- pound, 12-point white-tailed buck
Weather conditions are exPike, Paul Griffith, Princeton,
Ignorant
of the ways of the game cellent in
oat' i and grouse become legal game. The season opens on the tan is by Do means an easy and a 180-pound fallow buck that Bear Creek area on Lake Barkthe Kentucky lake 10/19, $25 weekly winner, 1
d Thursday in November which this year is on November 20. target. In fact, some bird him-were checked in last Saturday. ley is closed for all small game they pursue.
A few simple suggestions, area. Water temperature is lb. 15-1/4 oz. (2) Lee R. CalFor rabbits and quail the season continues through January 31 ters, who are swposed to be !Many of the bow hunting groups hueting. Deer hunting will be
65-70 degrees while air tem- vert, Louisville, 10/18, $10
which
may be helpful, are listed
the better marksmen, often are are camped at Camp 'Energy, allowed in the field trial area.
and for grouse the ending date is February 28.
peratures are ranging from 45 weekly winner, 0 lb. 12 oz.
Prior to the season scout for
. The bag and possession limit for rabbits is six per day or 12 unable to hit rabbits. But rabbit Star Camp, and Taylor Bay and
degrees at night to the low
Tourist Division "B'' Overall
containing
areas
bunting
has
signs,
been
tracks,
made
easier
Cravens Bay Lake Access Are- The herd of 19 buffalo that
after two or more days of bunting, For quail the limits are 10
70's in the daytime.
Black Bass ($200 and $100
beds,
rubs
and
trails.
After Tourist Division
in the past several years with 'as,
and 20 and for grouse four and eight.
ranges in a big pasture near
"A" Overall grand prize money)
selecting an area learn the terr. The second phase of the squirrel season opens also on Nevem- the increased use of the beagle ,
the former site of Medel, TeBlack Bass ($500, $300, and
G. C.Oakley,Evansville,10/7,
her 20 and continues through December 31. The limits are six and hound. This amicaae little dog ' The gun and archery deer seas- nnessee, has become one of the ain and take note. of possible- $200 grand prize motley)
lb. 0 oz. (2) Kenneth John7
feeding
places,
watering
holes
a way of trailing the rabbit, on in` the Tennessee portion of most popular visitor attractions
l2. And furbearers may be taken by trap or by gun beginning on
Jim Hicks, Bowling Green, son, Elmore, Indiana, 10/12,
Eovember 20 and, of course, the duck season statewide and the moving it along at a slow gait, Land Between the Lakes will be in western Kentucky and Tenn- and bedding areas. If you prefer 10/4, 8 lb. 1 oz. (2) Jim Huff,
14-1/4 oz.
5
duck and goose seasons on the Ballard County Wildlife Manage- until it is forced back to the held December 5 and 6. The hunt essee. The range is located ale- tree stands they should be con- Middletown, Ohio 9/16, 7 lb.' lb.
Crappie ($100 grand prize
long before the hunting
eiciaity of the hunter, who is will be for white-tailed bucks ngside The Trace, and since
meat area open on December 1.
12 oz. (3) WWida I. Morris,.
oned where the rabbit was only with antlers visible above cool weather has arrived, the season opens,-60 that the deer Louisville, 9/13, 7 lb. 8 oz. money)
So, after the 19 day moratorium on most species of wildlife
Charles Loebr,
Vermin,
may
become
used
to
them,
While
riginally
jumped.
Kentucky,
in
When the the hairline. Land Between the buffalo have moved from the
the firing begins in earnest on November 20.
Crappie ($200, $100, and $50 Illinois, 9/13, 2 lb. 2 oz.
returns it is compare- Lakes hunting permits can be wOoded edges into the open pas- bunting keep free from any man- grand prize money)
White Bass ($100 grandpr I z e
Department of Fish and wild- vely simple to harvest him in acquired the morning of the hunt ture where visitors can enjoy made odors, perfumes and such,
Brenda De Moss, Hopkinsville, money)
'and
if
stalldng
anusmanner,
wall
into
Resources
conducted
the
wind
has
Ilife
iat
the
hunter checks stations at , seeing them. Buffalo were once
RUFFED fiROUSE
9/26, 2 lb. 0 oz. (2) Joe NovDonald R. Smock, Evansville,
grouse trapping program-trent>The bag and possession limits the south information station native to the country between as quietly as poseible and look
)
Dale Illinois, 10/3, 9/28, 2 lb. 2-.1/2 ox.
for
patches
of
brownish gray ella, Wood Dale,
are unchanged from last year, near the Blue Spring Road and the rivers, and their newly arr.
big birds from eastern Kentucky
RosenPike ($100 grand prize money)
which seem to be out of place 1 lb. 15 oz. (3)
PRIZED TARGET and transporting them to coun-'with six permitted per day or the entrance to Rushing Creek ived descendants seem to be
baum, Walkerton,Indiana,9/22, Robert Yancy, Union City,
among
the
natural
surroundings.
2 after two or more days of Campground. The deer hunt in thriving in their new home,
, ties where suitable habitat has
Last but not least, be sure of 1 lb. 14 oz.
Tennessee, 9/5, 1 lb. 7 oz.
unting. Of course, a hunter is the Tennessee portion of Land
White Bass ($200, $100, and
your
target
before
Catfish ($100 grand prig
shooting.
Do
equired
to
linenhave
a
Between
hunting
the
Lakes is not a quota
Windy weather and falling ternOF HUNTERS
bun build in large areas ti)
money)
rt them. The counties bet- se unless he is a resident hunt. hunt, and all hunters with a Te- peratures have slowed fLshing apt be discouraged if success I50 grand prize money)
Lloyd Tinker, Afton, Missouri, Bash Tarwater, Litctifield,l11stocked are currently closed Mg on his own land or unless nnessee hunting license and big activity on both Kentucky Lake is not immediate-the deer are
10/18, 3 lbs. 0 oz. (2) Walter inois, 9/1, 6 lb. 12 or..
is. a resident tenant living on game stamp are elinitle to part- and Lake Barkley< At Lake 13a- there.
to hunting but it's hoped that ev.
Frankiert, Ky., - Kentucky
if further information is need- liebeenxi, Nebo, Kentucky,9/28, Bluegill ($100 grand prize
the grouse population ee land on which he is hunting. icipate.
rkley several strings of crappie
grouse hunters will have a total '
ed concerning rules and regula- 2 lbs. 9-1/2 oz. (3) Kenneth money)
reported
were
Little
in
taken
the
Of 102 days to harvest grouse there will be such that hunting Outstanding Quail Season Is Hinted
dons write to the Department of McGregor, Madisonville, 10/4, S. D. Woodrum, Pleasant
River area last weekend on minnthis year. The season on the will be allowed. The counties
Fish and Wildlife Resources, St. 2 lbs. 9 oz.
Plains, Illinois, 10/16, 0 lb.
Hunting opportunities are ab- own in the stickups from three ate Office Building
Franldbrt, Ky., - Sportsmen I
third Thursday of November, closed are: Adair, Bullitt, But.
Pike ($200, $100, and $50 5-1/2 oz.
Annex, Fraof Kentucky may well have ano.'mutant throughout the state on: to Sin feet deep, Scattered catch- tikfort, Ky.
grand prize money)
40601.
Ncvereber 20, and continues thr- ler, Caldwell, Christian, Hardin,
ther outstanding quail season, both private and public hunting , es of bass were also reported
ough February 28, The daily bag Hopkins, Meade and Taylor.
Micky Wheatley, Louisville,
being taken in the shallow stickpossibly better than that of last areas.
limit is bur and the possession
8/23, 2 lb. 11-3/4 oz. (2) Barb Turtle total
Help wanted
on
Bushwhacker
ups
areurged
However,
type
spiall
year.
hunters
Ideal
weather
prevailed
Grouse hunting is a 'liege.
limit, after two or more days of
Grady, Downers Grove,Illinois,
MEXICO CITY (UPI)-The
:SEW
YORK (UPI)-The 9/7, 2 lbs. 2oz. (3)
sport. The elusive birds are during the nesting and brood to be sure to ask permission liners with pork and Hellbeedhuntiog, is eight.
Paul Griff- turtle catch by Mexican fisherers.
Kentucky
At
Lakecaucyscatterhunt
to
before
the
going
seasons
onto
and
Equipment
that
Manufact,
s
Busines
should
mean
found
in
rough
mountainous
terrApproximately one-third of the
ith, Princeton, 10/19, 1 lb. men increased 46 per cent in
state now affords grouse hunting amn and among their favorite more quail, biologists of the land of another. This, of course, ed catches of crappie are being urers Association is predicting 15-1/4 oz.
1968 over the 1967 catch,
along
taken
riverchannel
the
old
common
is
Wed.
courtesy
and furtherDepartment of Fish and
that by 1975 five times more
and this one-third section Ls box). haunts are wild
Catfish ($100 and $50 grand according to the Fisheries Bureau
gape thickets, We Resources, say.
more, is required by law,
on minnows. A few bans are being people than are needed now will
tided on the west by the west beech and oak mast producing
prize money)
of the federal Commerce Depart, Quail hunting today most usua. taken on surface lures over the iw
wanted to operate office
Line of the Daniel Boone National hillsides
Jim Hatter, Martinsville, Ind- ment. Mexico leads ahe world
and abandoned orchar- The season will open on the ley means only a short jaunt shallow stump beds in the early nu, lime,
Forest and includes all counties 1 do. Most
lath, 10/5, 9 lb. 8 oz. (2) Caen in production of turtiekfor meat
hunters use dogs in" d Thursday of November, from home. In many cases coun- morning and late afternoon. Pius.
Tamburich, Chicago, 10/7,8 lb. and oil, the department said.
that lie t° the east- I° Plemer ; this type hunting and the birds this year November20, and COD- ties located close to large cities tic worm fishing is slow on both write or phone:
days, the bird was bend throutinue through January 31, for 'offer good Tail hunting,
12-1/2 oz.
John
S.
Lyon
lakes.
The
water
temperature
have
a trait of running before
ghout
pout the state but as timber
74 days of hunting. The limits
Bluegill ($100 and $50 grand
These
covey birds thrive at 3 feet is 56 to 58 degrees Reports Editor
L_
was cut and land was dear, the dog, flushing wild and always are
unchanged from past seasons where food and cover are abtue 'on both Kentucky Lake and Lake Land Between the Lakes
prize money)
MEXICO CITY (UPI)-The
seem
to
be
.
able
to
put
a
tree
its
Die range was reduced to
th 10 birds per thy and a poss- dant and it IS recommended that Barkley.
R. L. Winstead, Nebo, Ken- turtle catch by Mexican fisherTennessee
Valley
Authority
or
other
object
between
the hunt.
present limitations.
limit of 20 after two or the hunter locate such an area
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231 tucky, 8/30, 0 lb. 12 oz. (2) men increased 46 per cent in
. Over the past few years the er and themselvesore days of hunting,
For additional information Phone: Area Code(502)924-5602. Miss Henrietta Pepper, Bowl- 1968 Over the 1967 catch,
before
the
season
opens.
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- GUNS

•
!Our New Gun Department I
:
•
Is Now Open!
•
•
1
:
All Makes of Guns:
:
•
• WE'LL TRADE FOR
ANYTHING!

•
•
•
:

Breasted Chicken and Sea Foods
Dinners - Short Orders - Catfleh
LouIE WILLIAMS
Owner

WARD - ELKINS

F ILL-UP

:Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market:
•
-I
i We Give Treasure Chest Stamps •••
so Zenith TVs
1.0 Sporting 6roods •
•
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
i
i
MIDNIGHT
: Hazel Highway
Murray, Kentucry :
Phone 753-2571
•
•
•
•
•

I
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SUE and
CHARLIE'S
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CAIN & TAYLOR!
•
•
GULF SERVICE
•
•
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•
Itarray, Sassieek,
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•
YRRBLI TAYLOR • C. EL CARL JR.
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RA & POPLAR
"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TRANSPORTATION CENTIER"
PRO/417111-L172
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